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Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES
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1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                      SAMPLE FORMAT - FRATERNIZATION OR INAPPROPRIATE RELATIONSHIP COUNSELING                                                                              (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)It has come to the attention of unit leadership that you may be involved in an inappropriate relationship (as an Officer with an Enlisted Soldier)      (as an NCO with a junior Soldier in your unit)  (as a member of a training element with a Soldier in training)  (as an Enlisted Soldier with an [Officer] [NCO in your unit])  (_______________________________________________).  This may be in violation of that Army's policy against inappropriate relationships, which is violation of a lawful order under Article 92, UCMJ.  The purpose of this counseling is to review the Army's policy regarding inappropriate relationships.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Relationships between Soldiers of different ranks are prohibited if they compromise - even in appearance - supervisor or command authority; unit discipline, morale or mission capability; or impartiality and fairness.  It doesn't matter if it involves same or different genders, or if it's not a romantic involvement, as long as it affects discipline, morale or impartiality (Army Regulation [AR] 600-20, Army Command Policy, paragraph 4-14 - 4-16).Further misconduct may lead to administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  You may processed for discharge for (ENLISTED:  misconduct under AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Army Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Duty Enlisted))(OFFICER:  moral or professional dereliction under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Army Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Duty Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, __________________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial charges] [____________________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)You will take action to resolve this situation and remove any doubt as to your conduct.  Do you have any issues that keep you from meeting that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will cease any involvement with (junior) (senior) Soldiers outside of official functions sanctioned by the unit or required by military duties, including and especially the relationship with _____________________.  THIS IS A LAWFUL ORDER.  VIOLATIONS MAY RESULT IN DISCIPLINARY ACTION.2.  If Counselor decides remedial training is appropriate (such as training on the Army's relationship policy), state plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                      SAMPLE FORMAT - NEED TO SCHEDULE ANNUAL DENTAL EXAM COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)This is an event-oriented counseling for failing to achieve dental readiness. All Soldiers must achieve and maintain the Department of Defense (DoD) and Army dental readiness standard--Dental Readiness Class (DRC) 1 or 2.DoD Instruction 6025.19 and AR 40-501 require that each Soldier achieve and maintain dental readiness standard (DRC 1 or 2).  The Army Selected Reserve Dental Readiness System (ASDRS) (see attached) provides all non-mobilized Troop Program Unit (TPU) Soldiers the necessary resources to achieve the dental readiness standard for annual dental exams and DRC 3 treatment needs; it employs the DoD contractor, Reserve Health Readiness Program/LHI (at no cost to the Soldier).  ASDRS also uses paid orders for Soldiers to attend appointments during the week--using the Medical Dental Readiness (MEDEN) days program.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)1.  All Soldiers must achieve and maintain the DoD and Army dental readiness standard (DRC 1 or 2).2.  As a Soldier, you must achieve the dental readiness standard. Therefore, you must comply with the enclosed "Plan of Action."3.  You must comply with lawful orders and regulations, including this order to take those actions necessary to achieve dental readiness (DRC 1 or 2). Failure to comply may result in adverse administrative or disciplinary action, including, but not limited to, administrative separation action, negative evaluation report, or a memorandum of reprimand.4.  If you fail to comply with the enclosed "Plan of Action," this command may initiate action to involuntarily separate you from the service. If you are involuntarily separated, you could receive an Honorable or a General (Under Honorable Conditions) discharge, or you may be separated under Other Than Honorable (OTH) conditions. A General or OTH discharge could severely prejudice you in civilian life. Additionally, an OTH discharge could deprive you of many or all military and veterans benefits, including forfeiture of all educational benefits.5.  You will not be allowed to attend military schools, perform overseas deployment training (ODT) missions, perform Active Duty for Operational Support (ADOS) missions, or perform Active Duty Training (ADT) if you are not in compliance with dental readiness requirements (DRC 1 or 2).-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  You will immediately call the LHI at 1-877-437-6313 (or your private dentist) to schedule and attend the annual dental exam and/or DRC 3 treatment(s) to achieve dental readiness (DRC 1 or 2).____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________2.  When you schedule the annual dental exam and/or treatments(s), I will approve MEDEN readiness days (RMA Code 61) for you to attend the appointment(s) during the week. You will be paid for the MEDEN days only if you provide me with a copy of the signed voucher(s) (or DD 2813, if using a private dentist) verifying that you attended the required appointment(s).3.  If you cannot schedule the annual dental exam and/or DRC 3 treatment(s) today, you will give the LHI representative (or your private dentist) a telephone number where you can be reached on Monday in order to schedule the required exam and/or DRC 3 treatment(s).4.  You will report to the next Battle Assembly with a copy of the signed voucher(s) (or DD 2813) verifying that you attended the appointment(s). If you fail to report with the signed voucher(s) (or DD 2813), you may receive one or more unexcused absences for the Battle Assembly weekend and be sent home, pursuant to AR 135-91, for failure to perform assigned duties in a satisfactory manner.5.  If you are unable to report at the scheduled time, date and location, you must call LHI at 1-877-437-6313 (or your private dentist) at least 24 hours in advance to reschedule the appointment.6.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Any problems scheduling an annual dental examination will be brought to unit leadership, who will assist Soldier to schedule an appointment.2.  If Soldier's employer requires verification of the requirement to be absent for the annual dental examination, unit leadership will provide such verification upon request.3.  Other (specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: To Discuss:Soldier’s Army Physical Fitness Test Failure (For Record Test) IAW AR 350-1possible methods in which to correct substandard performancepossible repercussions of consecutive Record APFT failures

		POINTS: Results of APFT:•  On {DATE} you were administered an APFT (Record Test).  You achieved the following scores: Pushups (reps/score): ____/____ Sit-ups (reps/score): ____/____ 2-mile run (time/score): ____/____  Alternate event (minutes): _____ Walk: _____, Swim: _____, Bike: _____•  You failed to achieve a passing score in the following event(s): (circled)       Pushups   /   Sit-ups   /   2-mile run   /   Alternate eventActions:As a result or your performance I am {DIRECTING/RECOMMENDING} that the following actions be taken (indicated by check mark):_____You be enrolled in the special populations PT Program beginning {DATE}, located at {LOCATION}_____You be removed from participating in unit sports teams_____ In accordance with AR 350-1 you will be flagged under AR 600-8-2 until you pass the APFT.  This flag will stop all favorable actions (to include Tuition Assistance), and will only be removed upon successful completion of the APFT._____You be barred from reenlistment      In addition, I am informing you that you have 3 months (90 days following the initial APFT failure) in which to retake and pass your APFT.  When you feel you are ready to re-take the APFT, you will require approval from the unit commander IAW AR 350-1.  Should you fail two consecutive “For Record” APFTs you may be separated from the military.      Soldier gave the following reasons for poor performance during this APFT:

		PLAN: 

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Conduct Standard derogatory counseling & Conduct Flag Counseling or Bar to Reenlistment as requiredMonitor progressSchedule the Soldier an appointment with the dietitian Review the Soldier's physical conditioning with the unit master fitness trainer Closely supervise the Soldier during unit PT; Conduct assessment as required.

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes the 
leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM 
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also  
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING 
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon: reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers), separation at ETS, or upon retirement. For separation requirements 
and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.04ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s). The actions must be 
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results? This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled and 
provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing: (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action. The subordinate 
agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)
Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of 
Assessment:


Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.04ES
Page 2 of 2





Name (Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also  apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon: reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers), separation at ETS, or upon retirement. For separation requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.04ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s). The actions must be specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results? This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing: (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action. The subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.04ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		Name: 

		Rank_Grade: 

		Date_Counseling: 

		Organization: 

		Name_Title_Counselor: 

		Purpose_Counseling:                                                                SAMPLE FORMAT - MISUSE OF GOVERNMENT VEHICLE COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _________________, you were noted to have violated the Army's policy regarding use of Government vehicles by (using a [tactical] [non-tactical] Government vehicle for unofficial purposes, specifically __________________________) (transporting an unauthorized individual in a Government vehicle) (operating a tactical vehicle in __________________________, which is an area where tactical vehicles are not authorized) (_________________________________________________).The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards for the proper use of Government vehicles.

		Key_Points_Disscussion: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Government motor vehicles will be used for official purposes only and operated in accordance with local and State laws and regulations.  They will not be used for unofficial purposes or to transport individuals who are not authorized to travel in Government vehicles.  Willfully using or authorizing use of Government vehicles for other than official purposes may result in disciplinary action (Army Regulation [AR] 58-1, paragraph 1-6, 2-2a(10), 2-3, 2-4).  As a licensed operator, you should have known these standards and restrictions.  It is the duty to enforce the laws and regulations, and to lead example by following them at all times.  Willful violation of the Army's policy on the use of Government vehicles is a serious breach in the trust placed in an Army leader.Improper use of Government vehicles will not be tolerated and may result in administrative action (suspension or revocation of driving privileges, written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _______________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions and schools.)Army leaders exercise initiative when they fulfill the purpose, not merely the letter, of received orders.  How leaders conduct themselves and meet obligations define them as persons and leaders.  Leaders of integrity do the right thing because their character permits nothing less (Army Values of Duty, Honor, and Integrity, as stated in Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraphs 3-7, 3-12, 3-14).  You are expected to set a better example for your subordinates and peers by following the letter and the spirit of all lawful laws, regulations, and orders, including the Army's policy regarding operation of Government vehicles.  If you have any issues which may prevent you from complying with this goal, bring them up to your chain-of-command so they can assist you to correct them.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		Plan_Action: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will obey the Army's policy regarding use of Government vehicles, as well as all traffic laws and regulations, whether military or civilian.2.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as the Army's Government vehicle policy), state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Prosecution in civilian court] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		Individual_Couseled_Remarks: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		Leader_Responsibilities: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		Assessment: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		Individual_Counseled_I_Agree: No

		Individual_Counseled_I_Disagree: No

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Signature_Individual_Counseled: 

		Signature_Counselor: 

		Counselor: 

		Individual_Counseled: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: Morales, Kristal

		RANK: SPC/E-4

		DATE: 27 July 2020

		ORGANIZ: HHC, 1st Medical Brigade Fort Hood TX, 76522

		TITLE: SFC Magalie Boatwright  // Platoon Sergeant

		PURPOSE: Missing a scheduled appointment

		POINTS: On 6 and 14 July 2020 you failed to make a scheduled appointment:  at the Thomas Moore Clinic, your appointment time was 12:30 and 0800 hours.  Your failure to make this appointment wasted valuable resources (time/money/productivity) at the facility providing the service and unit level. Had you made your appointment or cancelled it within a reasonable time (24 hours) these resources could have been used for another Soldier and the chain of command would not have to waste additional resources to ensure this event would not happen again.I expect you to provide me 48 hours notice of any appointment and I expect you to be at least 15 minutes early for your scheduled appointments.  There is no excuse to be late or waste resources.  If you are required to cancel an appointment I expect you to notify the facility providing the service at least 24 hours prior to your appointment.  You will also inform me that you had to cancel the appointment and provide me the name of the individual you spoke with, and the date/time you notified the facility. I do not expect this behavior to continue.I am counseling you for the conduct noted above.  If this conduct continues, action may be initiated to separate you from the Army IAW AR 635-200.  If you are involuntary separated, you could receive an Honorable Discharge, a General (Under Honorable Conditions) Discharge, or Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge.  An Honorable Discharge is a separation with honor based on the quality of service, which meets the standards of acceptable conduct and performance of duty.  A General Discharge is a separation under honorable conditions, based on a military record being satisfactory but not sufficiently meritorious to warrant an Honorable Discharge.  A discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions is based upon a pattern of behavior of one or more acts or omissions that constitutes a significant departure from the conduct expected of a soldier.  An Honorable Discharge may be awarded under any provisions.  A General Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 5, Chapter 9, Chapter 13 and Chapter 14.  An Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 14 for misconduct.  If you receive an Honorable Discharge, you will be qualified for most benefits resulting from military service.  An involuntary honorable Discharge, however, will disqualify you from reenlistment for some period of time and may disqualify you from receiving transitional benefits (e.g., commissary, housing, health benefits) and the Montgomery GI Bill if you have not met other program requirements.  If you receive a General Discharge, you will be disqualified from reenlisting in the service for some period of time and you will be ineligible for some military and VA administered benefits, including the Montgomery GI Bill.  If you receive a discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions, you will be ineligible for reenlistment and for most benefits, including payments of accrued leave, transitional benefits, the Montgomery GI Bill, and possibly transportation of dependents and household goods to home.   You may also face difficulty in obtaining civilian employment as employers have a low regard for General and Under Other Than Honorable conditions discharges.  Although there are agencies to which you may apply to have your characterization of service changed, it is unlikely that such application will be successful. _______ (Soldier’s initials)  

		PLAN: o Soldier will provide 48 hours notice of all appointmentso Soldier will provide 24 hours notice to the facility rendering service and provide me with the name of the individual they spoke with and the date/time the facility was notified o Soldier will be at least 15 minutes early to appointments.Soldier provided the following reason for not making the scheduled appointment.

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Ensure Soldier keeps chain of command informed of appointmentsEnsure Soldier is provided the opportunity to make scheduled appointmentsEnsure the Soldier is immediately informed if an appointment conflicts with mission requirements and therefore requires rescheduling

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2
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DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                              SAMPLE FORMAT - INFORMATION SECURITY VIOLATION COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)It was reported that you, on _______________, violated the rules for information security by  (SELECT ANY THAT APPLY) (losing a device with protected information)   (personal use of Government information systems unrelated to the mission)  (accessing unauthorized Internet site) (disposing of material with personally identifiable information (PII) without properly destroying it or safeguarding the information)  (unauthorized release of protected information to persons without a need to know) (_______________________________________________________________________________________)The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards of the Army Information Security Program.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Army information (any unclassified, sensitive & classified data stored, processed, transmitted or accessed on any information system & related device or material) is a vital asset to our national security but is vulnerable to misuse by foreign or domestic elements.  All individuals are responsible for protecting U.S. Army and Department of Defense (DOD) information &  (Arny Regulation [AR] 25-2, paragraph 1-4, 1-5).  Any misuse, improper handling, failure to maintain security, or other failure to follow proper procedures regarding Government information violates the standards expected of all individuals and may put the Nation and others at risk.Information security violations may result in administrative action (denial of access to information systems; written reprimand, remedial training, or administrative reduction or bar to reenlistment [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ, with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _______________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial  punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [denial of access to Army information systems] [_____________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until such action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)In the future, you will exercise better care of Army information.  Do you have any questions or issues that keep you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or other self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will exercise better security over Government information systems, devices, and materials.2.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as refresher training on information security), state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Prosecution in civilian court] [Denial of access to Army information systems] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                    SAMPLE FORMAT - PROMOTION NONSELECTION COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)You meet time in service and time in grade requirements for promotion.  However, you were (not eligible for consideration)(not recommended by unit leadership) (not selected by the promotion board) for the following reason(s): (CIRCLE)       APFT       BODY COMPOSITION       DUTY PERFORMANCE       NCOES/SSD NONCOMPLETION       WEAPON SCORE       OTHER:Specific facts regarding ineligibility/nonselection:  __________________________________________________________________________________________This counseling is to create a plan to overcome these deficiencies and ensure you are qualified for consideration for promotion.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  THE LEADER AND THE COUNSELED INDIVIDUAL SHOULD ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP A MUTUAL AND CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF THE COUNSELING ISSUES [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPH 2-42].  THEREFORE, ENSURE THE POINTS DISCUSSED ARE DOCUMENTED IN THE SUMMARY OF COUNSELING.)Promotion is not an automatic entitlement based on length of service.  The Army's Enlisted Promotions System provides career progression and rank based on potential and recognition of the BEST QUALIFIED Soldiers.  It also precludes promotion of those who are not the best qualified (Army Regulation [AR] 600-8-19, Enlisted Promotions, paragraph 1-5).  Simply put, the Army promotion system is the means for choosing the next generation of leaders.  If you aspire to be an Army leader at any level, you must demonstrate the core leader attributes (characteristics inherent in a leader) and competencies (behaviors that lead to successful performance).  Among these are discipline, military and professional bearing, fitness, sound judgment, building trust, leading by example, fostering a positive environment, and getting results (Training Circular [TC] 7-22.7, Noncommissioned Officer Guide, paragraph 3-17).  Promotion of someone who is not best qualified and who does not demonstrate these attributes and competencies would not be in keeping with the Army's leadership standards and would set an improper example for junior Soldiers.If there is an area where you are deficient, overcoming those deficiencies and improving your performance will demonstrate the leadership and initiative that would make you a suitable candidate for the next rank.  For our part, your unit leadership has a duty to help you to create an individual development plan that will uncover and develop your potential and improve areas where you may be deficient (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraph 7-64).  Therefore, the NCO leadership of your team/section will provide counseling and training to help you to improve in the areas in which you are deficient and to develop your strengths.  The specific plan of action will be outlined in the next block of this form.  For your part, you will be expected to make a commitment to participate in this training, and to exercise the leadership value of integrity to let your supervisor know the areas where we can help you to be a better leader.  If you are successful, your leadership will support you for consideration by a future promotion board.Do you have any questions or any input on how we can assist you to be successful for future promotion opportunities?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, which offers free counseling and referrals, or the Suicide Prevention Veterans Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255 (Press 1).  However, your chain-of-command can't help you unless you let them know the issue.  DO NOT LET ANY ISSUES KEEP YOU FROM ACHIEVING YOUR PATHWAY TO SUCCESS.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Specific actions that Soldier and supervisors will take to improve Soldier's performance and prepare for promotion (including leadership tasks for Soldier to accomplish [such as troop leading or conducting training], training to improve performance, and/or professional development schools.  INCLUDE MILESTONES FOR MEASURING PROGRESS & TIMELINES.)_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________2.  If successful, unit leadership will assist Soldier to prepare for future promotion selection as soon as (s)he is eligible.3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Specific leader actions to assist Soldier's development (including professional and on-the-job training):_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________2.  Assist Soldier to prepare for future promotion selection if successful.

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: Morales, Kristal

		RANK: SPC/E-4

		DATE: 29 July 2020

		ORGANIZ: HHC, 1st Medical Brigade Fort Hood TX, 76522

		TITLE: SFC Magalie Boatwright // Platoon Sergeant

		PURPOSE:  On 27 July 2020, you willfully disobeyed a lawful written order from SFC Boatwright, your platoon Sergeant. The specific order was as follows: On 2 July 2020 you were counseled and given a plan of action to complete in order to correct your behavior. You have failed to meet that plan of action and was given three weeks to complete. _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________This is in violation of (Article 90, UCMJ - Disobeying Commissioned Officer) (Article 91, UCMJ - Disobeying [Warrant Officer] [NCO]) (Article 92, UCMJ - Disobeying Lawful Written Order).  This counseling is to review the standards expected of subordinates.

		POINTS: SPC Morales, you have failed to complete your plan of action and follow direct orders that was given to you to complete by a Senior Noncommissioned Officer. You were counseled on 2 July 2020 that if you failed to complete your plan of action, there would be additional consequences. I called you on Friday 24 July to let you know that the assignments will not be due until Monday 27 July 2020 at the same time given previously. Failing to complete this shows complete lack of respect, complete disregard for the Army values, and is unbecoming of any Soldier in the Army. Your actions speak louder than words. I've told you on multiple occasions that if you can't meet a suspense, it is your responsibility to come up on the net before the suspense is missed to request additional time. In this case, you were give three weeks to complete a 500 word essay and a 5 minute presentation. Military discipline is founded on self-discipline, respect for authority and embracing the professional Army ethic including prompt and willing execution of the letter and spirit of lawful orders (Army Regulation [AR] 600-20, Army Command Policy, paragraph 4-1).  The Army Values of Duty, Honor, and Integrity require Soldiers to fulfill their obligations, demonstrate an understanding of what is right and possess high moral standards by doing what's right both legally and morally (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP} 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraphs 3-3 - 3-16).  Failure to obey lawful orders - whether Army policy or orders of superiors - shows a lack of self-discipline, respect for authority, and professionalism, casting doubt on a Soldier's worthiness for continued service at a higher or current rank.Disobeying lawful orders may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge for ( ENLISTED:  misconduct under AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted not on Active Duty) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted))(OFFICER:  moral or professional dereliction under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer not on Active Duty) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, CPT Destafano, as approval authority.Due to your misconduct, nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.You will correct your behavior by executing the letter and spirit of lawful orders.  Do you have any questions or issues?  

		PLAN: 1.  Soldier will exercise self-discipline by carrying out the letter and spirit of lawful orders.2. Nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of and be given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when officially served with a copy of the action.

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial only if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: o refer SM to any external resources if requiredo keep SM informed on UCMJ processo teach, coach, and mentor as needed

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










MASTER COUNSELING TEMPLATE PORTFOLIO 
(last updated 11 March 2019) 


 


This portfolio contains DA 4856 templates for use by commanders and leaders to 
counsel their Soldiers for a myriad of reasons and situations.  The templates are 
assembled from a number of sources so congratulations (and thank you) if you 
recognize your handiwork.   


 


1. DA 4856 – Absence for Annual Training 
2. DA 4856 – Absence from Battle Assembly 
3. DA 4856 – Absence from Place of Duty 
4. DA 4856 – Alcohol Abuse (other than DUI) 
5. DA 4856 – Annual Dental – Failure to Schedule 
6. DA 4856 – Annual Dental – Need to Schedule 
7. DA 4856 – APFT Failure (Diagnostic) 
8. DA 4856 – APFT Failure (Record 1st Time) 
9. DA 4856 – APFT Failure (Record 2nd Time) 
10. DA 4856 – ASAP Failure 
11. DA 4856 – ASAP Failure – Self Referral 
12.  DA 4856 Bar to Continued Service Counseling (Initiation) 
13.  DA 4856 Bar to Continued Service Counseling (Review) 
14. DA 4856 Body Composition Counseling (Completion) 
15.  DA 4856 Body Composition Counseling (Follow-up) 
16. DA 4856 Body Composition Counseling (Unsatisfactory Progress) 
17. DA 4856 Dereliction of Duty Counseling 
18. DA 4856 Disobeying Lawful Order Counseling 
19. DA 4856 Disrespect To Officer Or NCO Counseling 
20. DA 4856 Driving Under Influence Counseling 
21. DA 4856 Drug Abuse Counseling 
22. DA 4856 EO Violation Counseling 
23. DA 4856 Ethics or Conflict of Interest Counseling 
24. DA 4856 Failure-to-Report 
25. DA 4856 Failure-to-Use-Chain-of-Command 
26. DA 4856 False Statement Counseling 
27. DA 4856 Family Care Plan Counseling 
28. DA 4856 Flag-Action-Lifted 
29. DA 4856 Fraternization or Inappropriate Relationship Counseling 
30. DA 4856 Government Credit Card Debt Counseling 
31. DA 4856 Government Property Loss or Damage Counseling 
32. DA 4856 Government Vehicle Misuse 
33. DA 4856 Hazing and Bullying Counseling 
34. DA 4856 Hazing 
35. DA 4856 Improper-Inappropriate-Relationships 







36. DA 4856 Indebtedness and Bad Check Counseling 
37. DA 4856 Inefficiency Counseling 
38. DA 4856 Information Security Violation Counseling 
39. DA 4856 Investigation Counseling 
40. DA 4856 Missing-Scheduled-Appointment 
41. DA 4856 Negligent Discharge Counseling 
42. DA 4856 Negligent Discharge Counseling 
43. DA 4856 Nonsupport Of Dependents Counseling 
44. DA 4856 Off-Duty-Employment 
45. DA 4856 Other Misconduct Counseling 
46. DA 4856 Overweight-Initial 
47. DA 4856 Overweight-Monthly 
48. DA 4856 Overweight-NCOES 
49. DA 4856 Professional Growth Counseling 
50. DA 4856 Promotion Nonselection Counseling 
51. DA 4856 Promotion Screening Counseling 
52. DA 4856 Promotion Screening Counseling 
53. DA 4856 Record-APFT-Failure 
54. DA 4856 Safety Violation Counseling 
55. DA 4856 Safety 
56. DA 4856 School Screening Counseling 
57. DA 4856 Sexual Harassment Counseling 
58. DA 4856 Soldier-Debt-Issues 
59. DA 4856 Traffic Violation (Other Than DUI Or Safety) Counseling 
60. DA 4856 Uniform & Personal Appearance Counseling 








Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                  SAMPLE FORMAT - BAR TO REENLISTMENT COUNSELING (REVIEW)                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)On (date) _________________, a Bar to Reenlistment was imposed against you for the following reason(s):_________________________________________________________________________________________________On (date) _____________, I reviewed the Bar to Reenlistment imposed under (RESERVE/NATIONAL GUARD:  Army Regulation (AR) 140-111) (ACTIVE:  Army Regulation (AR) 601-280).  This was the review required at the (CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE REVIEW PERIOD:  [3] [6] [9] [12]) month period after the bar was approved.  The purpose of this counseling is to review my decision and the requirements.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)(IF REMOVAL IS RECOMMENDED:  I have determined that the reason[s] for the Bar to Reenlisment have been corrected, and your conduct has improved to the level where I am recommending removal of the bar to the approval authority, who will make the final decision.  However, if the bar is removed, you are expected to continue to your satisfactory duty performance so there is no doubt as to your worthiness for continued service.  If you fail to do so, you may be subject to other adverse action.)(IF REMOVAL IS NOT RECOMMENDED:  I have determined the reason[s] for the Bar to Reenlistment have not been corrected.  Therefore, the bar will remain in effect.  You will continue to be ineligible for promotion, military schools, and reenlistment or extension in the military.  You are encouraged to make correct your conduct.  However, if you feel you cannot overcome the bar, you may request voluntary discharge before your ETS under [RESERVE/ NATIONAL GUARD: AR 135-178, paragraph 15-1f] [ACTIVE:  AR 635-200, paragraph 16-4a], under which an Honorable discharge is authorized but may result in termination of any bonus or other benefits that you are now receiving and action to collect any payments made due to failure to fulfill your contractual obligation.)(CHOOSE:  [If your conduct doesn't improve while the Bar to Reenlistment is in effect]  [Although the current Bar to Reenlistment is being removed, if your conduct or performance should subsequently become substandard]), you may be processed for discharge for (SELECT PORTION THAT APPLIES:  RC/NG:  AR 135-178, [paragraph 6-5 (parenthood affecting duty performance)] [Chapter 9 (unsatisfactory performance)] [Chapter 12 (misconduct)] [Chapter 15 (weight control)].  AC:  [AR 635-200, paragraph 5-8 (parenthood affecting duty performance)]  [Chapter 13 (unsatisfactory performance)] [Chapter 14 (misconduct)] [Chapter 18 (weight control)] ).  The type of discharge for failure to overcome a bar will be Honorable, while involuntary dischange may result in General or Other Than Honorable discharge.  A less than honorable discharge may result in loss of benefits and substantial prejudice in civilian life.  If received a bonus or other benefits based on your service, entitlement will terminate and action may be taken to collect payments made to this point due to failure to fulfill your contractual obligation.  The final decision will be made by Commander, ___________, as approval authority.You are encouraged to make every effort to overcome this bar.  Do you have any questions or issues preventing that goal?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)(IF BAR WILL BE REMOVED:1.  A recommendation to remove the Bar to Reenlistment will be submitted to the approval authority, who will make the final decision on whether the bar will be removed.)(IF BAR WILL NOT BE REMOVED:1.  The Bar to Reenlistment will remain in effect.  The unit commander will review the bar no later than 3 months after the date of the current review.  The Commander will have the option of recommending removal if Soldier's conduct and performance improves, or recommending discharge if Soldier fails to correct the reasons for the imposition of the bar.)2.  Soldier continues to have the option of requesting counseling, remedial training, and other assistance from unit leadership to correct the defects that led to the bar.3.  If Soldier feels that the Bar to Reenlistment cannot be overcome, Soldier may request voluntary discharge.  Soldier will be informed of the rights available when the discharge notice is mailed and may exercise those rights accordingly.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: _______ (Soldier's initials)  I understand the effect of the Commander's decision regarding the Bar to Reenlistment, and my right obligations regarding my conduct and duty performance.  Any issues that I may have are stated below or in a separate statement.

		LEADER: (IF REMOVAL IS RECOMMENDED:  1.  Process recommendation to remove Bar to Reenlistment.)(IF REMOVAL IS NOT RECOMMENDED:  1.  Review the Bar to Reenlistment no later than 3 months from current review.)2.  Provide counseling, remedial training, and other assistance as appropriate to help Soldier to improve and overcome the bar.3.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                              SAMPLE FORMAT - MISCONDUCT UNDER THE UCMJ COUNSELING                                                                                       (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _______________________, you were reported to have committed the following offense(s):__________________________________________________________________________________________________Such conduct may be in violation of Article ________, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).  The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards of conduct expected of all members of the Armed Forces.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)The Army Value of Integrity requires all Soldiers to possess high moral standards and be honest in word and deed.  Leaders of integrity do the right thing because their character permits nothing less (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraph 3-13, 3-14).  Any form of misconduct by an Army leader shows lack of self-discipline, respect for authority, and professionalism, casting doubt on a Soldier's worthiness for continued service at a higher or current rank.Continued unprofessional conduct may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  You may also be processed for discharge for (ENLISTED:  misconduct under AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Army Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Duty Enlisted)) (OFFICER:  moral or professional dereliction under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Army Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Duty Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, education benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, ______________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions and schools.)In the future, you will conduct yourself in such a manner that you will leave no doubt as to your worthiness for continued military service.  Do you have any questions or issues that keep you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH AN ATTORNEY.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will refrain from further acts of misconduct and will ask help from the chain-of-command if needed to overcome any personal issues.2.  If Counselor decides remedial training is appropriate (such as training on ethics and professional conduct), state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF DISCIPLINARY ACTION IS PENDING, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Prosecution in civilian court] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial only if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                     SAMPLE FORMAT - HAZING OR BULLYING COUNSELING                                                                                 (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On __________________, you (participated in) (and) (ordered others to participate in) the mistreatment of __________________________________________ by(physically striking or inflicting pain [him] [her])  (forcing that individual to engage in [illegal] [harmful] [demeaning] acts, specifically _____________________)(requiring that individual to consume [excessive amounts of alcohol and/or food] [_______________________])  (______________________________________)This may be in violation of that Army's policy against hazing and bullying set forth in Army Regulation (AR) 600-20, Army Command Policy, which would be a violation of a lawful order under Article 92, UCMJ.  (IF MISTREATMENT OF SUBORDINATE, ADD:  Additionally, cruelty or maltreatment of a subordinate is a violation of Article 93, UCMJ.)  The purpose of this counseling is to review the Army's policy.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)The Army Value of Respect requires all Soldiers to treat others with dignity and respect (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraphs 3-8, 3-9).  Hazing and bullying are contrary to Army Values.  "Hazing" (conduct that recklessly or intentionally causes an individual to suffer or be exposed to any activity that is cruel, abusive, humiliating, oppressive, demeaning, or harmful) and "bullying" (conduct that intends to exclude or reject another individual through cruel, abusive, humiliating, oppressive, demeaning, or harmful behavior, which results in diminishing the other Servicemember’s dignity, position, or status) are contrary to Army Values.  Such conduct is prohibited (AR 600-20, paragraph 4-19).Engaging in hazing, bullying, or mistreatment of other may lead to administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  You may processed for discharge for (ENLISTED:  misconduct under AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Army Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Duty Enlisted))(OFFICER:  moral or professional dereliction under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Army Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Duty Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _____________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)You will uphold the Army Values by treating all individuals with dignity and respect.  Do you have any issues that keep you from meeting that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will cease any conduct which violates the Army's hazing policy and will uphold Army Values by treating all individuals with dignity and respect.2.  If Counselor decides remedial training is appropriate (such as training on Army Values and the hazing policy), state plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Civilian court prosecution] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial only if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                     SAMPLE FORMAT - ABSENCE FROM ANNUAL TRAINING COUNSELING                                                                                  (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)Unit attendance records show you were absent from the scheduled annual training (AT) on __________________.  The AT period that you were required to perform according to your orders was from ___________________ to _____________________.  You failed to submit the required form to request excusal, or show documentation of illness, injury, emergency, or other circumstances beyond your control that caused you to be absent.  As a result, you have failed to attend or satisfactorily complete the entire AT period during the current fiscal year.The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards for attendance at scheduled unit training.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Under Army Regulation (AR) 135-91, you are required to attend and satisfactorily complete the entire period of all scheduled AT as well as all unit training assemblies.  In addition, you are required to participate in a satisfactory manner with regard to proper military appearance and performance of assigned duties. If you are absent due to circumstances beyond your control, such as medical issues or family emergency, you are required to notify either your supervisor or OIC (NCOIC if enlisted).  You may be required to show proof from your doctor or other appropriate persons having knowledge of the reason for your absence.  The final decision as to whether your absence will be excused will be made by the unit commander.  If you fail to show sufficient grounds for failure to attend and satisfactorily complete the entire period of AT, you will be declared an unsatisfactory participant from the U.S. Army Reserve.Because you have been declared an unsatisfactory participant due to failure to attend or complete the entire period of AT, you will be processed for discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 13, paragraph 13-1)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12i(2)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable discharge may result in substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State veterans benefits.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on length of service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ________________, as approval authority.(FOR ENLISTED ONLY:  If you are an Enlisted Soldier, you may also be administratively reduced in rank for unsatisfactory participation in accordance with AR  600-8-19, Paragraph 10-17, and may be barred from reenlistment under AR 140-111, paragraph 1-31.  Finally, while discharge is pending, a flag will be imposed under AR 600-8-2.  All favorable personal actions, including awards, promotion, reclassification, and schools, will be suspended.  The flag is not imposed as a disciplinary action, but is required when discharge is pending.)If you have a valid reason for absence from annual training due to circumstances beyond your control, submit it to the unit commander, who will make the final decision whether your absence will be excused.  If it is excused, you will attend all scheduled duty in the future in order to dispel any doubt as to your ability to satisfactorily serve as a member of the U.S. Army Reserve.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier may exercise the right to submit documentation showing why the periods of unsatisfactory participation should be excused.  NOTE THAT AN EXCUSED ABSENCE IS NOT GUARANTEED BUT IS BASED ON REVIEW OF ANY EVIDENCE SOLDIER MAY SUBMIT.2.  If excused absence is granted, Soldier will attend all future scheduled duty and participate in a satisfactory manner including wearing the proper uniform, performing required duties, and displaying professional conduct.3.  If Soldier fails to submit such documentation, discharge will be processed.  (Soldier will be informed of the rights available when the discharge notice is mailed and may exercise those rights accordingly.)4.  Other issues that apply (with plan to resolve them):_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Review any evidence which may authorize an excused absence.2.  If absence is excused, assist Soldier to resolve any issues that prevent attendance at scheduled duty provided Soldier gives prior notice of a valid reason.3.  Process discharge if Soldier fails to submit such evidence.

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                               SAMPLE FORMAT - BAR TO REENLISTMENT COUNSELING (INITIATION)                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)Retention in the Army is a privilege for the most qualified Soldiers.  Your performance has cast doubt on your worthiness of that privilege.  Specifically, you (STATE REASON FOR BAR, EXAMPLES:  [failed two consecutive record Army Physical Fitness Tests on __________ and __________]  [have not shown satisfactory progress in the Army Weight Control Program after at least 6 months beginning ______________]  [failed to pass the _______________ school on _________]  [have a pattern of absence from {your place of duty} {unit training assemblies}on the following date{s} ____________]  [have a history of wrongful failure to pay just debts on __________]  [have engaged in misconduct to the discredit of the unit and the Army, specifically ___________________ on __________]  [have shown a pattern of substandard performance in your duty position despite counseling and corrective training, specifically ___________________]  [___________________________]).Because of this, the unit has decided to recommend that you be barred from reenlistment.  The purpose of this counseling is to review the effect of a Bar to Reenlistment and your rights under that procedure.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Only Soldiers of high moral character, personal competence, and demonstrated adaptability to the requirements of the professional Soldier's moral code will be reenlisted.  Those who don't meet that criteria will be barred from further service (RESERVE:  Army Regulation [AR] 140-111, paragraph 1-28) (ACTIVE:  Army Regulation [AR] 601-280, paragraph 8-2a).  Your conduct has called into question your ability to meet the criteria for continued service.  Therefore, it has been decided that a Bar to Reenlistment should be initiated.  If the Bar to Reenlistment is approved, it will have a serious detrimental effect on your military career.  Not only will it affect your ability to reenlist or extend in the military, but it also makes you ineligible for promotion to the next higher grade (AR 600-8-19, paragraph 1-10a(8)) and to attend leadership or other professional military schools (AR 350-1, paragraph 3-11a).  This will continue as long as the bar is in effect.You have the right to submit a statement in your behalf within (RESERVE:  30 days [AR 140-111, paragraph 1-32b]) (ACTIVE:  7 days [AR 601-280,  paragraph K-4c]).  Your statement, and all evidence supporting the Bar to Reenlistment, will be considered by the approval authority, which will be (SOLDIERS WITH LESS THAN 10 YEARS SERVICE:  the first commander in the rank of LTC or above) (SOLDIERS OVER 10 YEARS SERVICE WHO ARE NOT ON INDEFINITE REELISTMENT, OR WHOSE BAR IS INITIATED BY A COMMANDER ABOVE COMPANY-LEVEL:  the first General Officer in the chain-of-command).If your conduct doesn't improve, you may be processed for discharge under (SELECT PORTION THAT APPLIES:  RESERVE/ NATIONAL GUARD:  AR 135-178, [Chapter 6, paragraph 6-5 (parenthood affecting duty performance)] [Chapter 9 (unsatisfactory performance)] [Chapter 12 (misconduct)] [Chapter 15 (weight control]).  ACTIVE:  AR 635-200, paragraph 5-8 [ (parenthood affecting duty performance)]  [Chapter 13 (unsatisfactory performance)] [Chapter 14 (misconduct)] [Chapter 18 (weight control)] ).  You may receive an Honorable, General, or Other Than Honorable discharge, depending on the provision under which discharge was initiated.  A less than honorable discharge may result in loss of benefits and substantial prejudice in civilian life.  If received a bonus or other benefits based on your service, entitlement will terminate and action may be taken to collect payments made to this point due to failure to fulfill your contractual obligation.  The final decision will be made by Commander, __________________, as approval authority.You are encouraged to make every effort to improve your conduct.  Do you have any questions or issues preventing that goal?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier has the right to submit a statement in rebuttal to the Bar to Reenlistment.  That statement will be considered by the unit commander and the approval authority in determining whether a bar should be imposed.2.  Soldier may request and is encouraged counseling, remedial training, and other assistance that may be required to correct the conduct that resulted in initation of the Bar to Reenlistment.3.  If Soldier's conduct fails to improve, Soldier understands that involuntary discharge may be initiated.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: _______ (Soldier's initials)  I understand the effect of the Bar to Reenlistment and my right to submit a statement in my behalf.  Any issues that I may have are stated below or in a separate statement attached to the bar.

		LEADER: 1.  Consider any matters in rebuttal to the Bar to Reenlistment submitted by the Soldier.2.  Provide counseling, remedial training, and other assistance as may be appropriate to assist the Soldier to overcome the issues that resulted in initiation of the Bar to Reenlistment.3.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: To:Encourage safety awareness.Ensure Soldiers have a method in which to contact the chain of command in case of emergency.

		POINTS: The purpose of this counseling is to enhance your awareness of safety and ensure that you have properly planned your travel time if you are planning an extended trip.  Are you planning on extended travel outside the _____ mile radius from the local area this weekend?  (Check one)  _____YES        _____ NOIf you are planning to travel outside this area do you have the extended travel pass? (Check one) _____ YES        _____ NO      _____ N/A(If you have not completed the extended travel pass you are not authorized to leave the local area until the DA 31 is completed)Please consider the following items over this weekend period (initial each)_____ If you consume alcohol do so in moderation_____ Use caution if you are going to mix alcohol and sporting events_____ Do not operate a motor vehicle or other machinery after you have consumed alcoholic beverages or taken medication_____ If you need a ride you will use your leader card or contact me at {PHONE #} for a ride_____ Only swim in approved areas with a lifeguard present_____ Do not attempt to travel a long distance or a distance beyond your physical capabilities_____ Ensure that you plan for adequate rest and eating while traveling_____ Allow enough time for bad weather, heavy traffic, and other delays_____ Ensure that you have adequate financial resources to return to your place of duty_____ Avoid domestic disturbances, if this issue should arise defuse it quickly or leave the area immediately_____ Avoid establishments that create an environment for trouble_____ Do not attempt to participate in activities that are clearly outside of your physical or mental capabilities or state of mind if affected by alcohol.

		PLAN: 

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Ensure that the Soldier understands the contents of the counselingEnsure that the Soldier has a unit leader card and/or phone numbers of key members of the unit chain of command in their immediate possessionFile copy of the counseling 

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                     SAMPLE FORMAT - TRAFFIC VIOLATION COUNSELING (OTHER THAN DUI OR SAFETY)                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _________________, you were issued a citation by (military) (civilian) law enforcement for violating (military traffic regulations) (civilian traffic laws) by(operating a privately owned vehicle without a valid [drivers license] [vehicle registration] [license plates] [proof of insurance]) (operating a [tactical] [Government-owned] vehicle that you were not licensed and properly trained to operate) (unlawfully parking in a restricted parking space) (using a hand-held cell phone or similar communication device while operating a motor vehicle) (failing to ensure the operator of a vehicle in which you were senior occupant complied with traffic laws)  (__________________________________________________________).The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards expected of all members of the United States Army when operating military or privately owned vehicles.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Operating motor vehicles is a privilege - not a right -  based on the operator complying with military regulations and local, state, federal, and host nation laws.  This applies to operators of both military vehicles (Army Regulation [AR] 600-55, paragraph 1-4j) and privately owned vehicles operated on military installations (AR 190-5, paragraph 2-1).  Additionally, senior occupants of Government vehicles have a duty to ensure the operator complies with traffic laws and operates the vehicle safely (AR 600-55, paragraph 1-4k).  The idea that traffic laws can be disregarded because "everyone does it" is no excuse.  The Army Value of Integrity requires leaders to do the right thing because their character permits nothing less (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraph 3-14).Violation of traffic laws will not be tolerated.  Depending on the offense, they may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _______________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING TRAFFIC COURT:  Because of your citation by law enforcement, you are scheduled to appear [in civilian traffic court] [before a military magistrate].  You have the right to present your case in that court.  You are not entitled to military counsel to represent you.  If found guilty, you will comply with the orders of the court, including paying any fines, completing remedial driver education, following any restrictions on your license, and other lawfully adjudged actions.)(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION OTHER THAN TRAFFIC COURT:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions and schools.)You will correct your conduct by obeying all safety laws and regulations.  Do you have any questions or issues that keep you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will obey all traffic laws and regulations, whether military or civilian.2.  If pending traffic court, Soldier will appear as directed at the scheduled date, time, and location.  Soldier is entitled to exercise the rights available according to the rules of the court.  If found guilty, Soldier will comply with the terms of any sentence adjudged by the court, subject to any appeals rights Soldier may choose to exercise.3.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as remedial drivers training), state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION OTHER THAN TRAFFIC COURT, ADD:5.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Prosecution in civilian court] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                       SAMPLE FORMAT - APFT FAILURE COUNSELING (DIAGNOSTIC)                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)On _______________, you failed a diagnostic Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT).  Specifically, you failed to achieve the minimum score of 60 points on the (push-up event by ________ repetitions) (sit-up event by __________ repetitions) ([run] [walk] [bike] [swim]  event by _____________ minutes/seconds).The minimum score for your age is ___________ push-ups       ___________ sit-ups       _____________ minutes/seconds for the (run) (walk) (bike) (swim).These results will not be officially recorded as a record APFT.  However, failure to achieve a minimum passing score indicates a problem with your physical fitness.  The purpose of this counseling is to review the Army's physical fitness standards and establish a plan to ensure you are prepared to pass a record APFT.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Soldiers must maintain physical readiness proficiency as part of their overall MOS or branch proficiency (Army Regulation [AR] 350-1, paragraph G-9k).  Failure to attain a minimum passing APFT score indicates failure to meet these standards.   To ensure you are prepared to pass the APFT, you will be given a physical training plan per Field Manual (FM) 7-22, Army Physical Readiness Training.  It is your duty to comply with the plan, and to request assistance for any issues that may prevent you from succeeding and maintaining your physical fitness.If you fail a record APFT, a flag will be imposed under AR 600-8-2 to suspend all favorable personal actions, including awards, promotion, schools, and transfers.  The flag is not a disciplinary action but is required when Soldiers are not in compliance with Army standards required for favorable actions.  If you fail two consecutive record APFTs, you may be discharged for (ENLISTED:  unsatisfactory performance under AR 135-178, Chapter 9, paragraph 9-2e (Reserve Enlisted not on Active Duty) or AR 635-200, Chapter 13 (Active Enlisted))(OFFICER:  substandard performance of duty under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-11 (Reserve Officer not on Active Duty) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a(10) (Active Duty Officer).  The type of discharge may be Honorable or General (Under Honorable Conditions).  Any discharge that is less than Honorable may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ____________________, as approval authority.If you have a medical condition that limits APFT performance, inform your chain-of-command.  If you are on Active Duty, you must request evaluation by a military physician for a Physical Profile (DA Form 3349), which your unit leadership will use to develop a fitness program within the limits of your condition.  If you are a Reservist not on active duty, you must provide records from your civilian physician so we can request a profile from a military physician.  If you do not have a medical condition documented by a permanent profile, then you are expected to maintain your fitness so that you can pass a record APFT.You are strongly encouraged to make every reasonable effort to improve your fitness - for unit readiness, your career, and your own health and well-being.  Do you have any questions or issues that prevent you from complying with this goal?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  A physical fitness improvement program will be developed in accordance with FM 7-22.  This will include both exercises to overcome deficienies in the event(s) that you failed, and an overall training plan to improve your performance in the other areas of the APFT.  You will assist in the development of the PT plan by identifying areas where you need improvement and ensuring you comply with the program.2.  If you have a medical condition that affects your ability to perform any APFT event,  you will inform your chain-of-command and obtain an evaluation from a military physician in order to determine if a physical profile is required.  (If you are a Reservist not on active duty, you must provide documentation of your condition from your civilian physician so that the unit can request review and issuance of a profile by a military physician.)3.  You must pass a record APFT no later than ___________________.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Assist Soldier with a physical training program to improve level of fitness.2.  If Soldier has a valid medical condition that affects your APFT performance, assist to obtain a medical evaluation.3.  Other (specify) _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                          SAMPLE FORMAT - INEFFICIENCY COUNSELING (UNSATISFACTORY/SUBSTANDARD DUTY PERFORMANCE)                                                                                     (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)This counseling addresses your job performance.  Specifically, you (failed to properly perform) (have shown a pattern of substandard performance) as follows (GIVE SPECIFIC FACTS SHOWING SUBSTANDARD PERFORMANCE, INCLUDING ACTUAL DEFICIENCIES & DATES SUCH DEFICIENCIES OCCURRED):___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________The purpose of this counseling is review the requirements of your (MOS) (position as a [Commissioned] [Warrant] [Noncommissioned] Officer) (assignment as a [SPECIFY DUTY POSITION] __________________) and to create a plan to improve your performance.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)(DISCUSS THE STANDARDS EXPECTED OF SOLDIER'S DUTY POSITION:)  As a _______________________, your duties and responsibilities are as follows:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.The goal of unit leadership is to help you develop as a Soldier and a leader.  However, failure to perform due to professional or personal characteristics, conduct, behavior, or duty performance may result in relief for cause in the best interest of the Army.  This will result in a relief-for-cause Evaluation Report under Army Regulation (AR) 623-3, which is detrimental to continued service.  The final decision on relief-for-cause rests with the (Battalion Commander) (Brigade Commander).A continued pattern of unsatisfactory performance may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 9, paragraph 9-2a(1) (Reserve not on Active Duty) or AR 635-200, Chapter 13, paragraph 13-2(a)(1) (Active) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-11 (Reserve not on Active Duty) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a (Active)). The type of discharge issued will be Honorable or General Under Honorable Conditions, based on your overall record of service.  If you receive a General Discharge, you may be subject to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you are separated prior to the end of your current term of service, entitlement to educational or other benefits based on military service will terminate.  Additionally, if you received a bonus or other benefits based on your term of service, action may be taken to collect any payments made to this point, due to failure to fulfill your contractual obligation.  If it is necessary to initiate separation, the final decision will be made by Commander, ___________________, who is the approval authority.(IF REMEDIAL TRAINING IS NEEDED:  To ensure you perform your duties to standard, your leadership will provide training to help you improve your deficiencies and develop your strengths.  The specific plan will be outlined in the next block of this form.  You are expected to participate in training and let your supervisor how we can help you improve your performance.)You are expected to correct your duty performance.  Do you have any questions or issues that prevent you from achieving that goal?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Perform you duties to the standards outlined in this counseling form.2.  Participate in training and inform your supervisor where you need assistance.3.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as standards for MOS or leadership position), state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Provide training to improve areas where Soldier is deficient.2.  Other (specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: Morales, Kristal

		RANK: SPC/E-4

		DATE: 29 July 2020

		ORGANIZ: HHC, 1st Medical Brigade Fort Hood TX, 76522

		TITLE: SFC Magalie Boatwright // Platoon Sergeant

		PURPOSE:  On 27 July 2020, you behaved yourself with disrespect toward SFC Boatwright, a Noncommissioned Officer by words or deeds as follows: You failed to meet your plan of action that was due on 27 July 2020. __________________________________________________________________________________________________This is in violation of (Article 91, UCMJ - Disrespect Toward [Warrant Officer] [NCO]).  

		POINTS: SPC Morales, you have failed to complete your plan of action and follow direct orders that was given to you to complete by a Senior Noncommissioned Officer. You were counseled on 2 July 2020 that if you failed to complete your plan of action, there would be additional consequences. I called you on Friday 24 July to let you know that the assignments will not be due until Monday 27 July 2020 at the same time given previously. Failing to complete this shows complete lack of respect, complete disregard for the Army values, and is unbecoming of any Soldier in the Army. Your actions speak louder than words. I've told you on multiple occasions that if you can't meet a suspense, it is your responsibility to come up on the net before the suspense is missed to request additional time. In this case, you were give three weeks to complete a 500 word essay and a 5 minute presentation. Military discipline is founded on self-discipline, respect for authority and embracing the professional Army ethic including prompt and willing execution of the letter and spirit of lawful orders (Army Regulation [AR] 600-20, Army Command Policy, paragraph 4-1).  The Army Values of Duty, Honor, and Integrity require all Soldiers to fulfill their obligations, demonstrate an understanding of what is right and possess high moral standards by doing what's right both legally and morally (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraphs 3-3 - 3-16).  Insubordination shows a lack of self-discipline, respect for authority, and professionalism, casting doubt on a Soldier's worthiness for continued service at a higher or current rank.Insubordination toward those in authority may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge for (ENLISTED:  misconduct under AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted not on Active Duty) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted))(OFFICER:  moral or professional dereliction under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer not on Active Duty) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, CPT Destafano, as approval authority.Due to your misconduct, nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.You will correct your behavior by practicing the Army Values of Loyalty, Duty and Respect  Do you have any questions or issues?  

		PLAN: 1.  Soldier will act with respect toward all senior ranking individuals and practice the Army Values of Loyalty, Duty and Respect toward peers and subordinates.4. Nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of and be given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when officially served with a copy of the action.

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial only if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: o keep Soldier informed on legal process

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                       SAMPLE FORMAT - ILLEGAL DRUG-RELATED MISCONDUCT COUNSELING                                                                                       (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On ____________________, you (tested positive for ________________________________, a controlled substance, during a command-directed urinalysis conducted on ___________________) (were found to be in possession of _________________________, a controlled substance) (were found to be abusing ________________, a substance not listed in the Schedule of Controlled Substance but which still is capable of producing intoxication in the manner in which you misused it).  This is in violation of Article 112a, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) and the Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP) under Army Regulation (AR) 600-85.  The purpose of this counseling is to review the actions that must be taken due to your alleged violation of the Army Substance Abuse Program.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Alcohol and drug abuse is inconsistent with Army Values, Warrior Ethos and standards of discipline.  If Soldiers have an existing or possible alcohol or drug problem, they are encouraged to seek treatment.  However, all Soldiers will be responsible for their personal decisions relating to alcohol and drug use and be fully accountable for substandard performance or illegal acts resulting from such use (AR 600-85, paragraphs 1-7.c.(1), 2-38).(IF POSSIBLE LEGITIMATE USE [FEDERALLY-RECOGNIZED PRESCRIPTION MEDICATIONS], ADD:  If you have a legitimate medical use for the drug in question, you must provide treatment records & a statement from your physician within 30 days of this counseling.  The evidence will be referred to a qualified Medical Review Officer.  If you fail to do so, action will be taken based on evidence currently on record.)Illegal drug use may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  If there is no legitimate medical use for the drug, discharge will be initiated under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 [Reserve] or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 [Active Duty]) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 [Reserve] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b [Active Duty]).   The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your service record.  A less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal & State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will terminate of entitlement to such benefits & result in action to recoup benefits paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _______________________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [____________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)Drug abuse can affect your career & your life.  IAW AR 600-85, you will be referred for evaluation to (ACTIVE:  the Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP) under paragraph 3-2.f. & 7-9.b.) (RESERVE: community-based certified programs under paragraph 16-11.  The USAR will not pay for treatment, but if you fail to consent to counseling or authorize release of records, separation will be initiated.)  You don't have to say anything and may consult with an attorney, but you may ask for help without admitting to any incident.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)(BASE PLAN OF ACTION ON DISCUSSION DURING COUNSELING.  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR PLAN.)1.  If there is a legitimate medical use of a legally prescribed drug under Federal law, Soldier will provide documentation to the unit commander within 30 days.  The final decision on legitimate medical use will be made by a Military Medical Review Officer.  If there is no legitimate medical use for the substance, Soldier will be processed for separation.2.  Soldier will be referred for evaluation to (ACTIVE:  the Army Substance Abuse Program) (RESERVE:  a community-based, certified program at no cost to the Government, which may be a program directed by civilian judicial authorities, if applicable, or one located through a resource directory provided to Soldier).   FAILURE TO COOPERATE CONSTITUTES GROUNDS FOR SEPARATION.  (OPTIONAL:  Soldier will also attend at a total of ______ Alcoholics Anonymous/Narcotics Anonymous or similar recovery program meetings & show proof of attendance as authorized by AR 600-85, para 8-19.) 3.  Soldier may request referral for substance abuse treatment.  This will not affect any pending legal action, but is for the Soldier's benefit.   A REQUEST FOR TREATMENT MAY BE MADE WITHOUT ADMITTING TO A SPECIFIC INCIDENT.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ______________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:5.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Nojudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [Court-martial] [Civilian court prosecution] [________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial only if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement.    I also understand I may ask for substance abuse treatment without admitting guilt for any specific incident.

		LEADER: 1.  If legitimate medical use is alleged, request medical review (provided Soldier submits evidence within 30 days).2.  Refer Soldier for evaluation by ASAP (if Active Duty) or community-based, certified program (if Reserve not on active duty).3.  Assist Soldier with enrollment in a treatment program, if requested.4.  If discharge or disciplinary action will be initiated, Soldier will be allowed to exercise the rights under the action.5.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTEN WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                         SAMPLE FORMAT - PROMOTION SCREENING COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)Promotion and Professional Growth Counseling IAW Army Techniques Publication (ATP) 6-22.1, The Counseling Process, paragraphs 1-12 & 1-20 - 1-21.The Army's Enlisted Promotions System provides career progression and rank based on potential and recognition of the BEST QUALIFIED Soldiers (Army Regulation [AR] 600-8-19, Enlisted Promotions, paragraphs 1-5).  It is not based on length of service in the Army or in a certain rank.  Soldiers seeking promotion to SGT or SSG are responsible for proving their potential through performance in areas such as APFT, weapons qualification, military education, and civilian schools.  The purpose of this counseling is to review your promotion potential and create a plan to prepare you for to become the "best qualified" for promotion as a Junior NCO.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ATP 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.)PROMOTION STANDARDS:  Promotions are made into available vacancies (by MOS) by selecting Soldiers from a promotion standing list based on their promotion point scores, with the best qualified (highest score) having priority (AR 600-8-19, paragraph 5-6). The following are the standards that you must meet.  We will review your status and develop a plan to increase your potential.NCOES/SSD:  STANDARD - To receive points, Soldiers must complete NCOES for the NEXT rank (SPC to SGT - Basic Leaders Course [BLC]; SGT to SSG - Advance Leaders Course [ALC]).  Completion of SSD is also required.  The system does not reward those who only do the minimum for current rank (for example, SSG with only ALC).  Although such Soldiers may submit a packet, lack of initiative to go beyond minimum requirements will not show them as the best qualified.SOLDIER'S STATUS:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________MILITARY SCHOOLS:  STANDARD - Points are given for official military schools authorized in AR 350-1 if you register through ATRRS.  Points are also given for correspondence courses, but if there are several courses in a series, you must complete all courses before points are authorized.  Military education shows you've acquired useful skills for training and leading Soldiers.SOLDIER'S STATUS:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________CIVILIAN SCHOOLS:  STANDARD - 1 point is given per credit at a certified college or vocational school.  A maximum of 75 points is authorized for those considered for SGT and 100 points for SSG.  While a degree is not mandatory, a college education does show initiative and provides skills and knowledge that will be assets in both a military career and civilian employment.SOLDIER'S STATUS:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________APFT/WEAPONS:  More points are given for APFT & weapons (160 max vs. 50 in prior years).  Ability to get a higher score also shows potential to mentor others.SOLDIER'S STATUS:__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________For our part, For our part, your unit leadership has a duty to help you to create an individual development plan that will uncover and develop your potential and improve areas where you may be deficient (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraph 7-64).  Your NCO leadership will provide training to help you achieve that plan.  Do you have any questions or any input on how we can assist you to be successful for future promotion boards?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, which offers free counseling and referrals, or the Suicide Prevention Veterans Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255 (Press 1).  However, your chain-of-command can't help you unless you let them know the issue.  DO NOT LET ANY ISSUES KEEP YOU FROM ACHIEVING YOUR PATHWAY TO SUCCESS.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  The following areas have been reviewed and an individual development plan established for any areas where Soldier may be deficient:NCOES (NCOES/SSD for next rank completed?) ____________________________________________________________________________________________MILITARY SCHOOL (Schools/correspondence Soldier can complete?) __________________________________________________________________________COLLEGE (Does Soldier have college credits?  If Soldier can't attend formal school, what about online classes?  Does Soldier have GI Bill or other educational benefits that are going unused?)____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________APFT (APFT score?  Physical fitness improvement plan?) _____________________________________________________________________________________BODY COMPOSITION (Weight/body fat?  Fitness improvement plan [if borderline])? ______________________________________________________________WEAPONS (Recent score?  Upcoming ranges?  Improvement training?) __________________________________________________________________________2.  If Soldier is successful in all areas, unit leadership will assist Soldier to prepare for future promotion selection as soon as (s)he is eligible.3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): _____________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: _________ (Soldier's initials)  I understand the requirements for promotion.  Any issues affecting my ability to prepare for the next level of leadership are stated below.

		LEADER: (LEADER WILL INITIAL ALL ACTIONS THAT WILL BE TAKEN TO ASSIST SOLDIER TO IMPROVE POTENTIAL)_______ APFT/fitness improvement plan.         _______ Assist to enroll in online correspondence courses_______ Marksmanship improvement plan.       _______ Assist to find educational benefits info (Retention NCO, online site)_______ Submit ATRRS request for NCOES.   _______ Submit ATRRS request for the following school (specify): _______________________________________________ Other (specify):  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: NCOSupport.com

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: Failure to utilize the Chain of Command

		POINTS: _______(insert rank and name)________on (insert date), _________(insert specifics of situation). The military requires proper use of the chain of command to ensure an open flow of communication and solve problems at the lowest level. Your actions violate AR 600-20 and can be punished under the UCMJ. In the future I expect you to keep your chain of command informed and handle similar situations in the correct manner.  I am counseling you for the conduct noted above.  If this conduct continues, action may be initiated to separate you from the Army IAW AR 635-200.  If you are involuntary separated, you could receive an Honorable Discharge, a General (Under Honorable Conditions) Discharge, or Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge.  An Honorable Discharge is a separation with honor based on the quality of service, which meets the standards of acceptable conduct and performance of duty.  A General Discharge is a separation under honorable conditions, based on a military record being satisfactory but not sufficiently meritorious to warrant an Honorable Discharge.  A discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions is based upon a pattern of behavior of one or more acts or omissions that constitutes a significant departure from the conduct expected of a soldier.  An Honorable Discharge may be awarded under any provisions.  A General Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 5, Chapter 9, Chapter 13 and Chapter 14.  An Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 14 for misconduct.  If you receive an Honorable Discharge, you will be qualified for most benefits resulting from military service.  An involuntary honorable Discharge, however, will disqualify you from reenlistment for some period of time and may disqualify you from receiving transitional benefits (e.g., commissary, housing, health benefits) and the Montgomery GI Bill if you have not met other program requirements.  If you receive a General Discharge, you will be disqualified from reenlisting in the service for some period of time and you will be ineligible for some military and VA administered benefits, including the Montgomery GI Bill.  If you receive a discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions, you will be ineligible for reenlistment and for most benefits, including payments of accrued leave, transitional benefits, the Montgomery GI Bill, and possibly transportation of dependents and household goods to home.   You may also face difficulty in obtaining civilian employment as employers have a low regard for General and Under Other Than Honorable conditions discharges.  Although there are agencies to which you may apply to have your characterization of service changed, it is unlikely that such application will be successful. _______ (Soldier’s initials)

		PLAN: Soldier was informed that in the future they should communicate any issues to me and that if they feel they cannot speak to me directly they are to inform me and I will set up a time and date for them to see someone else in the chain of commandSoldier was provided a copy of AR 600-20 and was allowed to read the appropriate paragraph pertaining to use of the chain of commandSoldier provided the following explanation for not utilizing the chain of command

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Closely communicate with the Soldier and work to instill trust in the chain of command with the soldierEnsure soldier fully understands the violation and that future violations will not be toleratedFollow up with the soldier as needed

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                SAMPLE FORMAT - GOVERNMENT PROPERTY LOSS OR DAMAGE COUNSELING                                                                                 (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _________________, it was reported that you (negligently lost __________________________________________, military equipment in your possession)(damaged _______________________, military property in your care)  (wastefully caused the loss of Army supplies, namely ___________________________)(damaged to a military vehicle that you were driving by operating it in an unsafe manner, causing an accident).The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards for the property care of all U.S. Government property.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)All Government employees - including military members - have a duty to properly use, care for and safeguard Government property (Army Regulation [AR] 710-2, paragraph 1-14m(3)).  Loss of U.S. Government through negligence, misuse, waste, or willful misconduct is a serious breach of that duty and squanders Army resources.  Damage or loss of any Government property - whether willful or negligent - may be in violation of Article 108, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).Loss of Government property may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 [Reserve] or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 [Active])(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 [Reserve] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b [Active]).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  Any discharge that is less than Honorable may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ________________________, as approval authority.(IF OTHER ACTIONS WILL BE INITIATED:  {LIABILITY FOR LOSS:   Because you were responsible for the property, [Statement of Charges] [Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss, or FLIPL] will be initiated, with liability not to exceed one month's pay at your current pay grade}  {DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.})In the future, you will exercise better care of Government property in your possession.  Do you have any questions or issues that keep you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will maintain proper care and accountability over all Government property in the future.2.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as standards for property accountability), state plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF FINANCIAL LIABILITY WILL OCCUR, ADD:4.  [Statement of Charges will be initiated in an amount not to exceed one month's pay at your current pay grade][Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss will be initiated, which may result in financial liability for loss to the Government].)(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:5.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Civilian court prosecution] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action or a Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                             SAMPLE FORMAT - SAFETY VIOLATION COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _________________, you were noted to have violated basic safety standards by (LIST SAFETY VIOLATION BELOW):____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________There are safety policies at all levels which constitute lawful orders under Article 92, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).  Even if a safety issue is not specifically a violation of law or regulation, all individuals have a duty not to place themselves or others at risk by violating basic safety standards.The purpose of this counseling is to review the safety standards expected of all members of the United States Armed Forces.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Soldiers at all levels have a duty to stop unsafe acts detrimental to Army missions (Army Regulation [AR] 385-10, paragraph 1-5a).  Risk management - including identifying hazards, assessing hazards, developing controls & making decisions, implementing controls, and supervising and evaluating - is mandatory during planning, preparation and execution of all operations, whether on or off duty.  Hazards identified during risk assessments will be managed (AR 385-10, paragraph 1-5.b.(4)).  Failure to follow safety procedures through negligence or willful disobedience violates the Army's safety standard and places others at risk..Safety violations will not be tolerated and may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _______________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions and schools.)You will correct your conduct by obeying all safety laws and regulations.  Do you have any questions or issues that keep you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will obey all safety laws and regulations, whether military or civilian.2.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as safety or equipment training), state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Prosecution in civilian court] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                   SAMPLE FORMAT - FALSE STATEMENT COUNSELING                                                                                (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On __________________, you were made the following (written) (verbal) statement which was false and was known by you to be false:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Making a false official statement is in violation of Article 107, UCMJ.  The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards of conduct expected of all members of the Armed Forces.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)The Army Value of Integrity requires all Soldiers to possess high moral standards and be honest in word and deed.  Leaders are honest to others by notpresenting themselves or their actions as anything other than what they are, remaining committed to truth (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraph 3-13).  Regardless whether or not such conduct constitutes a UCMJ violation, lack of honesty casts doubt on whether an individual can be a trusted member of the Army and the unit team.Continued unprofessional conduct may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  You may be processed for discharge for (ENLISTED:  misconduct under AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Army Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Duty Enlisted)) (OFFICER:  moral or professional dereliction under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Army Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Duty Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, ___________________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial charges] [____________________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)You will conduct yourself in a manner that leaves no doubt as to your worthiness for continued service.  Do you have any issues that keep you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will refrain from further acts of misconduct and will ask help from the chain-of-command if needed to overcome any personal issues.2.  If Counselor decides remedial training is appropriate (such as training on ethics and Army Values), state plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                         SAMPLE FORMAT - UNIFORM/PERSONAL APPEARANCE VIOLATION COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _______________________, you presented an improper appearance.  Specifically, you:(failed to maintain appearance standards by ___________________________________) (wore an unauthorized award, which was ____________________________)(failed to wear __________________________________, which was the duty uniform prescribed by the unit commander) (_________________________________)The purpose of this counseling is to review the appearance standards of expected of all members of the United States Army.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)All Soldiers have a duty to maintain a neat and Soldierly appearance and comply with uniform standards at all times.  This includes wearing a neat, clean, and serviceable uniform and maintaining appropriate hair length (Army Regulation [AR] 670-1, paragraph 1-7.a., 1-8).  The unit commander is the only one authorized to determine the prescribed duty uniform as stated in the training schedule or other guidance (AR 670-1, paragraph 2-6.b.).  All Soldiers have a duty to comply with those standards as part of maintaining unit discipline (AR 600-20, paragraph 4-1).Failure to maintain an appropriate military appearance is unacceptable and will not be tolerated.  Such behavior may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued unsatisfactory performance or intentional misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 9, paragraph 9-2a(1) or Chapter 12 (Army Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 13, paragraph 13-2a(1) or Chapter 14 (Active Duty Enlisted) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-11 or paragraph 2-12 (Army Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a or paragraph 4-2b (Active Duty Officer)).  The type of discharge that may be issued may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your overall record of service.  IA less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you based on failure to fulfill your contractual obligation.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, __________________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions and schools.)You will comply with the uniform standards at all times and correct your performance to leave no doubt as to your ability to function as an Army leader.  Do you have any questions or any issues that prevent you from meeting this goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will comply with appearance and uniform standards and will enforce them within the unit.2.  If Counselor decides remedial training is appropriate (such as individual inspection or training on AR 670-1), state plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training, conducting individual inspection, or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: Order to cease contact with (a specific individual or family) as a result of a dispute/altercation 

		POINTS: (Enter Rank/Name), on DATE it was brought to my attention thru (enter how the issue surfaced Example: Military Police, Civilian Law Enforcement Agency, Social Service Agency, or Complaint of a specified individual) that your spouse has engaged in a dispute/altercation in the presence of witnesses (provide location).  This counseling is to inform you that you are responsible for the conduct of your dependents and conduct of this nature will not be tolerated.  You and your family are to immediately cease all contact (this includes but is not limited to verbal comments visual gestures of provocation, perceptions of stalking, spreading rumors, or other acts that could be considered as intimidating, you are not to make contact in written, electronic, or verbal methods, or send a communication thru a third party) with (enter names and address of other individuals or family).  Should an incident arise in a common area you are to depart the area as soon as possible and notify the chain of command, if the other party involved in this counseling approaches you, you will attempt to disengage and report the incident to the chain of command, military or civilian police as appropriate.  However you will at a minimum inform the chain of command.  This is an order.  In addition should you fail to comply with this order you may be subjected to punishment under the UCMJ and I may also recommend to the Commander that your on post housing privileges be revoked along with other privileges that could result in barring your dependents from post.  Should this action occur the cost of your move will be your sole responsibility and not that of the government. Physical and verbal altercations are unprofessional and prejudicial to the good order and discipline of the military.  I expect you to conduct yourself as a professional and ensure that your dependents fully understand the impact of their actions and how they could impact your career and their privileges. Simply put if you have nothing good to say about your neighbors you are to treat them with the same level of respect and dignity you expect.  A good rule of thumb to follow is "If you have nothing good to say about someone, don't say anything at all".  I am counseling you for the conduct noted above.  If this conduct continues, action may be initiated to separate you from the Army IAW AR 635-200.  If you are involuntary separated, you could receive an Honorable Discharge, a General (Under Honorable Conditions) Discharge, or Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge.  An Honorable Discharge is a separation with honor based on the quality of service, which meets the standards of acceptable conduct and performance of duty.  A General Discharge is a separation under honorable conditions, based on a military record being satisfactory but not sufficiently meritorious to warrant an Honorable Discharge.  A discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions is based upon a pattern of behavior of one or more acts or omissions that constitutes a significant departure from the conduct expected of a soldier.  An Honorable Discharge may be awarded under any provisions.  A General Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 5, Chapter 9, Chapter 13 and Chapter 14.  An Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 14 for misconduct.  If you receive an Honorable Discharge, you will be qualified for most benefits resulting from military service.  An involuntary honorable Discharge, however, will disqualify you from reenlistment for some period of time and may disqualify you from receiving transitional benefits (e.g., commissary, housing, health benefits) and the Montgomery GI Bill if you have not met other program requirements.  If you receive a General Discharge, you will be disqualified from reenlisting in the service for some period of time and you will be ineligible for some military and VA administered benefits, including the Montgomery GI Bill.  If you receive a discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions, you will be ineligible for reenlistment and for most benefits, including payments of accrued leave, transitional benefits, the Montgomery GI Bill, and possibly transportation of dependents and household goods to home.   You may also face difficulty in obtaining civilian employment as employers have a low regard for General and Under Other Than Honorable conditions discharges.  Although there are agencies to which you may apply to have your characterization of service changed, it is unlikely that such application will be successful. _________ (Soldier's initials) 

		PLAN: Ensure soldier fully understand his/her responsibility for the conduct of their dependentsThat the soldier and family members will not engage in any contact with the other individual or family membersSoldier fully understands that he/she and their family members will disengage from any contact with the other party immediatelySoldier understand this order has been imposed for his/her protection and that of his/her familySoldier will immediately report any contact to the chain of command

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Should the other Chain of Command be non responsive to the situation the command will assist the soldier in seeking resolution thru the Garrision Commander, IG, JAG or other agency as deemed appropriate Chain of Command will conduct follow ups on the situation weekly for the next month and then as the situation dictates.

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                SAMPLE FORMAT - INVESTIGATION NOTIFICATION COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)               (IF DISCIPLINARY ACTION IS POSSIBLE, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ USING DA FORM 3881)Event Oriented Counseling:  Notification of initiation of investigation and flagging action.  This unit received the following allegation of misconduct or inappropriate behavior in which you were allegedly involved (LIST ALLEGED MISCONDUCT, INCLUDING DATE[S] MISCONDUCT ALLEGEDLY OCCURRED):____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Because of this allegation against you, (an investigation under Army Regulation 15-6) (a Commander's inquiry under Army Regulation 27-10) has been initiated.  A Suspension of Favorable Personnel Actions, also called a flagging action, has been imposed against you.  The purpose of this counseling is to inform you of the investigation and flagging action and the effect of each.

		POINTS: (LEADERS ALWAYS BENEFIT FROM DOCUMENTING MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR COUNSELING ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  LANGUAGE WARNING OF DISCHARGE & THE CONSEQUENCES OF DISCHARGE IS MANDATORY FOR COUNSELING INVOLVING MISCONDUCT OR SUBSTANDARD PERFORMANCE.)This counseling is to inform you of the investigation initiated concerning the alleged misconduct.  The command has an obligation to determine whether allegations of misconduct against members of the unit are substantiated or not substantiated, and if substantiated what action should be taken.  No decision has been made as to your guilt or innocence.  No disciplinary action will be initiated until the investigation is complete.  The investigating officer will inform you of your rights under this proceeding.  If the investigation results in disciplinary action, you have the right to receive a copy of all evidence being considered in any action against you.While the investigation is ongoing, you will be flagged in accordance with Army Regulation (AR) 600-8-2, paragraph 2-2a.  This flag is not imposed as disciplinary action, but is required when an individual is the subject of a Command Investigation.  All favorable personnel actions, including awards, promotions, schools, and transfers, will be suspended while the flag is in effect.  The flag will be removed when final action is taken on the completed investigation.(IF SUSPENDED FROM DUTIES, ADD:  While the investigation is ongoing, you will be suspended from your duties as _______________.  You will be temporarily detailed to the _____________ section/team with duties as ______________.  This is not a relief for cause at this time, but an action required due to the sensitive nature of the allegations against you.  Once the investigation is concluded, a decision will be made as to whether you will be returned to your current duties.)Although the alleged misconduct has not been substantiated at this time, it is my duty to advise you that any proven misconduct may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, bar to reenlistment, administrative reduction); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  You may be processed for discharge for misconduct under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 [Reserve] or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 [Active/Mobilized]) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 [Reserve] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b [Active/Mobilized])..  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ________________, as approval authority.For the duration of this investigation, I strongly advise you to conduct yourself in a professional manner to avoid further allegations of misconduct.  You have the right to make remarks in the Session Closing portion of this counseling form.  However, ANYTHING YOU SAY CAN BE USED AGAINST YOU IN THE INVESTIGATION AND ANY DISCIPLINARY ACTION WHICH MAY RESULT FROM THE INVESTIGATION.  YOU HAVE THE RIGHT TO CONSULT WITH AN ATTORNEY PRIOR TO MAKING ANY STATEMENT.  If you have any issues related to the alleged misconduct which may require professional assistance (such as substance abuse or behavior health), you may ask for help without admitting to any specific allegations against you.  Do you have any questions?  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will avoid any actions or conduct which give the appearance of inappropriate conduct.  If there are any questions regarding whether any particular actions or conduct are inappropriate, Soldier will bring them to the chain-of-command or NCO support channel for clarification.2.  Soldier understands the right to remain silent, that anything said may be used in the investigation or disciplinary action, and the right to consult with an attorney (either detailed military counsel or civilian counsel at no expense to the Government, or both) before making any statement or remarks.  Because of this, the chain-of-command is not at liberty to discuss the details of the investigation while it is ongoing, nor would they have the knowledge until a final report is issued by the investigating authority.3.  If Counselor decides remedial training or referral to professional assistance is appropriate, state plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: 1.  If the investigation is closed favorably, the flag against Soldier will be lifted and Soldier will be informed of the favorable result.2.  If the investigation is closed unfavorably and further action is required, Soldier will be provided the opportunity to exercise the rights available under the proceeding that is being initiated.3.  Other (specify) __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)(A COUNSELING FOR INVESTIGATION CAN BE CLOSED IN PART IV BY NOTING WHETHER THE CASE WAS CLOSED FAVORABLY & FLAG CAN BE REMOVED, OR IF DISCIPLINARY ACTION WAS TAKEN BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION.  IF DISCIPLINARY OR OTHER ACTION IS WILL BE INITIATED, THE INVESTIGATION FLAG CAN BE CLOSED AS "CASE CLOSED UNFAVORABLY" & A NEW FLAG IMPOSED WITH A CODE FOR THE REASON WHY THE NEW FLAG IS BEING INITIATED [i.e., ADVERSE ACTION, INVOLUNTARY SEPARATION OR DISCHARGE, REFERRED EVALUATION REPORT {INCLUDING RELIEF OF NCO}, ETC].  COMMANDERS WILL INITIATED A SEPARATE FLAG FOR EACH REASON LISTED IN THE REGULATION FOR FLAGGING A SOLDER [AR 600-8-2, PARAGRAPHS 2-2, 2-7f].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: NCOSupport.com

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: This is to inform you that the current flag initiated for ______________, on (date) is being lifted IAW AR 600-8-2.  

		POINTS: You are hereby notified of the following action on your personnel records:A Flag is lifted with an Effective Date of :__________ for the Following reason:   

		PLAN: No action requiredProvided as information and as formal record that the flag has been lifted  Soldier is encouraged to maintain a copy of this counseling as a part of their personal records.

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Ensure soldier understand the flag has been liftedEnsure soldier understands that should they fail to maintain proper standards they could be subject to flag actions in the future

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                        SAMPLE FORMAT - ABSENCE FROM BATTLE ASSEMBLY COUNSELING                                                                                       (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)Unit attendance records show you were absent from the scheduled battle assembly on ______________.  You failed to submit the required form to request excusal, or show documentation of illness, injury, emergency, or other circumstances beyond your control that caused you to be absent.  As a result, you have accrued _______ unexcused absences within the last twelve months.The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards for attendance at scheduled unit training.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Under Army Regulation (AR) 135-91, you are required to attend all scheduled unit training assemblies and annual training periods.  In addition, you are required to participate in a satisfactory manner with regard to proper military appearance and performance of assigned duties. If you are absent due to circumstances beyond your control, such as medical issues or family emergency, you are required to notify either your supervisor or OIC (NCOIC if enlisted).  You may be required to show proof from your doctor or other appropriate persons having knowledge of the reason for your absence.  Note that vacations or events that you could plan on dates other than scheduled assemblies do NOT constitute a valid reason for absence, nor do job conflicts if you have not exercised your rights under the Uniform Services Employment and Reemployment Rights Act (USERRA) or Employer Support of Guard and Reserve (ESGR) program.  The final decision as to whether your absence will be excused will be made by the HHC Commander.  Failure to attend training or properly request excusal and show proof justifying your absence constitutes grounds for an unexcused absence.If you accrue 9 unexcused absences within a 12 month period (beginning with the month of the first unexcused absence), or fail to perform active duty without a valid reason, you may be discharged for unsatisfactory participation under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 13, paragraph 13-1)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12i(2)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable discharge may result in substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State veterans benefits.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on length of service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ________________, as approval authority.  (IF ENLISTED, ADD:  Further, if you are an Enlisted Soldier, you may also be administratively reduced in rank for unsatisfactory participation under AR  600-8-19, Paragraph 10-17, and barred from reenlistment under AR 140-111, paragraph 1-31, which would make you ineligible for promotion or attendance at professional development schools.)You will attend all scheduled duty to prevent further unauthorized absences.  If you have any issues that prevent you from attending duty, you must contact your chain-of-command so they can assist you to resolve any problems that may affect your future service.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will attend all scheduled training and satisfactorily participate including wearing the proper uniform and performing all required duties.2.  Soldier will discuss any issues affecting attendance at training with the team/section OIC or the HHC Commander (or NCOIC or First Sergeant if Enlisted).  They will be available to assist with any problems that may prevent attendance at battle assemblies or active duty training.3.  The next scheduled battle assembly is _______________________________.4.  Other issues that apply (with plan to resolve them):_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Assist Soldier to resolve any personal issues that may interfere with attendance at and performance of scheduled duty.

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: To: •  Determine why Soldier was not at the appointed place of duty •  Implement measures to prevent similar situations from occurring in the future 

		POINTS: SPC George Bush On 09 January 2015 you failed to be at your appointed place of duty. (LOCATION & TIME)This will not be tolerated.  The following action(s) will be taken as a result of this incident: (indicated by check mark)____ You will participate in Corrective Training as outlined in the Plan of Action      ____ I am recommending a Summary Article 15 ____ I am recommending a Company Grade Article 15____ I am recommending a Field Grade Article 15____ I am recommending a General Officer Article 15____ I am recommending a revocation of privileges as outlined below in the Plan of Action____ Other: Soldier gave the following reasons for FTR:Previous incidents of failure to report (to include dates of both written and verbal counselings):  {DATE(S) or N/A}

		PLAN: Discuss plan for ensuring Soldier is present for duty in the future, to include corrective training, if any, and any privileges lost due to the FTR

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Conduct standard derogatory counselingMonitor Soldier’s performance in this areaConduct follow up assessment 

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: NCOSupport.com

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: Perception of improper/inappropriate relationship 

		POINTS: PVT Bush, this counseling is to inform you that it has been brought to my attention that you may be having an inappropriate relationship with CPL Snuffette in Soldiers Platoon, Company, Etc..  I have also received reports that you may have engaged in public displays of affection with CPL Snuffette (holding of hands).       As your commander I am directing that should you be engaged in an inappropriate relationship with CPL Snuffette, it is to cease immediately.  I am also strongly recommending and encouraging you to cease any unnecessary contact with CPL Snuffette. The only contact you are to have with CPL Snuffette is that contact which is only required in the performance of official duties.  I believe that your conduct creates an adverse impact on the morale, good order, and discipline of the unit. Should your conduct continue to indicate that you may be engaged in an inappropriate relationship I will consider implementing more stringent actions that may include reprimand, reassignment, or adverse action. Potential adverse action may include but are not limited to: • Official reprimand• Non-judicial punishment• Separation• Bar to reenlistment• Promotion denial• Demotion• Courts martial   

		PLAN: Ensure the soldier clearly understands the seriousness of the perceived relationship and the adverse impact it could potentially have on both soldiers. Ensure the soldier understands that further conduct or perception of this type of conduct will not be toleratedEnsure that the soldier understands he/she has the capability to control the perception of this relationship.  If this action involves another military member their chain of command will be notifiedConduct follow up with soldier as required

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Inform CPL Bush’s leadership of the situation and actions that have been takenConduct a follow up session with the soldier as required  

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: NCOSupport.com

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: You are being counseled for failing to pay a creditor.  (list creditor)

		POINTS: It has come to my attention that you have failed to pay {LIST CREDITOR} the amount of $AMOUNT which was due on {DATE}.You are hereby informed that failure to meet your financial obligations could result in punishment under the UCMJ.      I am counseling you for the conduct noted above.  If this conduct continues, action may be initiated to separate you from the Army IAW AR 635-200.  If you are involuntary separated, you could receive an Honorable Discharge, a General (Under Honorable Conditions) Discharge, or Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge.  An Honorable Discharge is a separation with honor based on the quality of service, which meets the standards of acceptable conduct and performance of duty.  A General Discharge is a separation under honorable conditions, based on a military record being satisfactory but not sufficiently meritorious to warrant an Honorable Discharge.  A discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions is based upon a pattern of behavior of one or more acts or omissions that constitutes a significant departure from the conduct expected of a soldier.  An Honorable Discharge may be awarded under any provisions.  A General Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 5, Chapter 9, Chapter 13 and Chapter 14.  An Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 14 for misconduct.  If you receive an Honorable Discharge, you will be qualified for most benefits resulting from military service.  An involuntary honorable Discharge, however, will disqualify you from reenlistment for some period of time and may disqualify you from receiving transitional benefits (e.g., commissary, housing, health benefits) and the Montgomery GI Bill if you have not met other program requirements.  If you receive a General Discharge, you will be disqualified from reenlisting in the service for some period of time and you will be ineligible for some military and VA administered benefits, including the Montgomery GI Bill.  If you receive a discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions, you will be ineligible for reenlistment and for most benefits, including payments of accrued leave, transitional benefits, the Montgomery GI Bill, and possibly transportation of dependents and household goods to home.   You may also face difficulty in obtaining civilian employment as employers have a low regard for General and Under Other Than Honorable conditions discharges.  Although there are agencies to which you may apply to have your characterization of service changed, it is unlikely that such application will be successful. _____ (Soldier’s initials)Note to Leaders:  Ensure that the Creditor requesting assistance has not violated the collection requirements under AR 600-15 Chapter 4.  If the creditor has violated this policy send the soldier to see the JAG Office.  DELETE BEFORE PRINTING

		PLAN: You are tasked with the following requirements (indicated by the checkmark):_____  Return written proof of an agreement between you and CREDITOR of a plan to pay the debt no later than {DATE}_____  You will provide the chain of command your plan to make the required payment(s) and remain current no later than {DATE}_____  You will attend a budget class on {DATE}. _____  Provide in writing the reason for the late payment_____  Develop a budget with the Unit Financial Advisor no later than {DATE}_____  If you believe you do not owe this debt or it is not a just debt you are to provide proof to me no later than {DATE/TIME} at which time I will make my final decision._____  In addition you will as corrective training turn in a written report on Chapter 4 of AR 600-15. The report will be given to me and not exceed 800 words typed, double space in 12 pitch font. _____  Other:       If you are living beyond your means consider consolidating some of the bills or reducing unnecessary expenditures. A monthly follow-up no later then the 5th of every month is required for the next 90 days.      

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Implement plan of actionConduct follow up with soldier 

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: To:Discuss the Soldier’s noncompliance with the Army Overweight and Body Fat Standards IAW AR 600-9Discuss possible courses of action and corresponding solutionsInform Soldier of potential actions that could adversely affect his/her career 

		POINTS: On {DATE} you were weighed IAW AR 600-9. 1. Your authorized screening weight IAW AR 600-9 is:                     _____ lbs.      Your current weight is:                                                                _____ lbs.   You are over your screening weight by:                                        _____ lbs. 2. Your authorized body fat % IAW AR 600-9 is:                               _____ %   Your current body fat % as determined using the tape method is:     _____ %   You are over your allowable body fat % by:                                    _____ %Actions:As a result of this weigh in I am recommending to the Commander that you be placed in the Army Overweight Program.  Should the Commander place you in the overweight program the following actions may be taken:1.  You will be flagged IAW AR 600-8-2.  This flag will suspend all favorable actions to include military and civilian schooling (this means you will not be entitled to tuition assistance).You are required to inform the chain of command of your intent to enroll or use Tuition Assistance if you are flagged.2.  You will be required to see a doctor to determine if there are any medical conditions causing this condition.  Your appointment for the medical screening has been scheduled for: {DATE}, at {LOCATION}.3.  You will be required to attend nutrition counseling.  Your nutrition counseling appointment has been scheduled for {DATE}, at {LOCATION}.4.  You will be required to attend a monthly weigh-in as directed.  Monthly weigh-ins will be conducted on the {first Wednesday of every month}.5.  You will be required to maintain satisfactory progress.  Satisfactory progress is defined as a weigh loss of 3-8 pounds per month.6.  You may not be removed from the program until you achieve your body fat percentage.  The screening table weight will not be used to remove you from the program. 7.  You will be enrolled in Special Population physical training.  In addition, if you fail to achieve satisfactory progress for any two consecutive months you may be processed for separation from the military.  If after a period of 6 months, you have not made satisfactory progress you may be separated from the military.  If you meet the body fat percentage and are dis-enrolled from the program the following statements will apply:•  If you are enrolled in the program within 12 months from the date of your removal, you will be separated from the military.      •  If you are enrolled in the program after 12 months but within 36 months from the date of your removal, you will be given 90 days to meet the standard.  If you fail to meet the standard in the allotted 90 days, you will be separated from the military.  _____(Soldiers initials) Soldier understands they will be removed from the program once the meet the required body fat standard. Soldier received Standard Derogatory Counseling concerning separation. Soldier received a counseling statement containing the specifics of the flag actionSoldier gave the following reasons for poor performance during this weigh in: 

		PLAN: 

		REMARKS: Soldier received Standard Derogatory Counseling concerning separationSoldier received a counseling statement containing the specifics of the flag actionSoldier understands they will be removed from the program once the meet the required body fat standard

		LEADER: Encourage the Soldier to conduct PT after duty hours or during lunch to improve his/her physical conditioning.Offer the Soldier the opportunity to do PT with me.Provide the Soldier the opportunity to meet with the unit master fitness NCO and dietitian.Ensure Soldier makes required appointments.Conduct notification of possible separation and flag action. Monitor progress; Conduct assessment as required.

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                    SAMPLE FORMAT - ABSENCE FROM PLACE OF DUTY COUNSELING (OTHER THAN NO SHOW FOR BATTLE ASSEMBLY)                                                                                     (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _____________, you were absent without authority from your place of duty, to wit:______________________________. This is in violation of Article 86, Uniform Code of Military Justice.The purpose of this counseling is to review accountability standards expected of all members of the U.S. Army.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)All Soldiers are required to be at their place of duty on time and remain there until excused by proper authority.  Accountability of every Soldier is vital to unit discipline and safety - so much so that absence without proper authority is a violation of the Uniform Code of Military Justice.  Unauthorized absence from place of duty violates the UCMJ and reflects poorly on a Soldier's responsibility and professionalism.Unless you have a compelling reason beyond your control, the only one who can authorize you to be absent from your place of duty is the unit commander or someone with authority to act on behalf of the commander, such as the First Sergeant.  If a Soldier is injured or killed while absent without proper authority, the injury or death may be found to have occurred "not in the line of duty," resulting in loss of pay and benefits and liability for medical care.Continued unprofessional conduct may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued behavior may also result in discharge under (RESERVE ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 9 (unsatisfactory performance) or Chapter 12 (misconduct)) (ACTIVE ENLISTED:  AR 635-200, Chapter 13 (unsatisfactory performance) or Chapter 14 (misconduct) (OFFICER:  professional or moral dereliction under AR 135-178, paragraph 2-12i (Reserve) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on the type of discharge and your record of service.  Any discharge that is less than Honorable may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  If you receive an Other Than Honorable Discharge, you may be ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ________________, as approval authority.In the future, you will be at your place of duty as required.  Are there any questions or issues to prevent your compliance?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will be in place, on time for all duty and satisfactorily participate including proper appearance and duty performance.2.  If Soldier has a valid reason for absence, a request for authorized absence will be sent through the OIC (NCOIC if Enlisted).3.  If the Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as early reporting to duty), explain the training plan below:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF DISCIPLINARY ACTION IS PENDING, ADD:5.  [Written reprimand][Administrative reduction][Bar to reenlistment][Nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ][Court-martial charges] [______________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of and be given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when officially served with a copy of the action.  The final action in the case will be taken by ________________, the authority responsible for this action.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: 1.  Assist Soldier to resolve any personal issues that may interfere with attendance at and performance of scheduled duty.2.  Other (specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                   SAMPLE FORMAT - GOVERNMENT CREDIT CARD DEBT COUNSELING                                                                                 (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)A review of your Government Travel Charge Card account shows that, as of _____________, you were ______ days past due in paying charges incurred on the card.  (IF APPLICABLE, ADD THE FOLLOWING:  Further review shows you [failed to file a travel voucher in a timely manner, resulting in the debt becoming past due] [failed to apply a travel payment of $_____________  that you received toward the debt]).This counseling is to review why the debt became past due and the standards expected under the travel card program.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Regardless of the cause of the debt, you are reminded of your duty to file timely travel pay claims (within 5 days of end of travel).  You are protected from adverse action if you file a timely claim and Finance fails to pay within 30 days.  However, the person using the credit card is ultimately responsible for payment of the debt then following up their claim with Finance (Public Law 105-264).Failure to pay a just debt - to include travel card debt - may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 [Reserve] or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 [Active])(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 [Reserve] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b [Active]).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  Any discharge that is less than Honorable may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ________________________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)If there are any problems with payment of travel claims by DFAS, you will bring them to your unit leadership.  Otherwise, you will ensure you file a timely travel pay claim and pay the debt in full.  Do you have any questions or issues to prevent you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you choose to make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier understands rules for payment of the Government Travel Charge Card and will comply with them in the future.  Soldier understands any future incidents of nonpayment that are the fault of the Soldier may result in disciplinary action.2.  Soldier will comply with the requirement to file travel vouchers within 5 days of completion of travel and file monthly travel vouchers if on duty for more than 45 days.3.  Soldier will confirm receipt of travel vouchers by DFAS and payment of travel claims.  Any problems with travel payments will be promptly brought to the chain-of-command for assistance.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:5.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Prosecution in civilian court] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: 1.  Assist Soldier to resolve any issues regarding payment of travel claims by Finance.2.  Other (specify) ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
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Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES
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1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                              SAMPLE FORMAT - INDEBTEDNESS OR BAD CHECK COUNSELING                                                                                 (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)It has been reported that, on or about _____________, you (were past due on your payment to ______________________ in the amount of $_______________.)(rendered a check to _______________________________ in the amount of $ _____________ for which you had insufficient funds.)This counseling is to review the standards of conduct expected of all military members regarding payment of just debts.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Regardless of the cause of the debt, you are reminded of your obligations as a leader and a member of the United States Army.  The Army Value of Honor reminds us that how leaders conduct themselves and meet obligations define them as persons and leaders (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraph 3-12).  Dishonorable failure to meet the obligation to pay just debts reflects poorly on an Army leader and may be in violation of Article 134, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).   (FOR BAD CHECKS:  Making a payment with a check while knowing there were insufficient funds to cover the check may be in violation of Article 123a, UCMJ.)  If you are unable to pay the debt due to financial difficulties, you should ask you leadership for referral to counseling.Bad check offenses or unlawful failure to pay debts may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 [Reserve] or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 [Active])(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 [Reserve] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b [Active]).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable discharge may result in substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State veterans benefits.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ________________________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions and schools.)You will take better care regarding payment of debts and seek assistance if required.  Do you have any questions or issues that keep you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier understands the obligations of all military members to pay their debts.  Soldier understands any future incidents of nonpayment that are the fault of the Soldier may result in disciplinary action.2.  Soldier will contact the creditor and make arrangements to pay the debt.3.  If Soldier needs remedial training or chain-of-command involvement due to financial difficulties, state action leader will take:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:5.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Civilian court prosecution] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Soldier will initial if making a statement)  I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel, that I do NOT have to say anything, and that any statement I may make may be used against me.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement.  I also understand that I may ask for professional financial assistance counseling or other professional counseling without admitting guilt for any specific incident.

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES
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1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                SAMPLE FORMAT - RECEPTION AND INTEGRATION COUNSELING                                                                                       (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)Welcome to the unit.  You will be assigned to the ____________________________________________ team/section/platoon.Unit mission __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Your job _________________________________________ Your duties __________________________________________________________________________The purpose of this counseling is to explain how you will fit in as a member of our team and to assist your transition into the unit.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  THE LEADER AND THE COUNSELED INDIVIDUAL SHOULD ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP A MUTUAL AND CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF THE COUNSELING ISSUES [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPH 2-42].  THEREFORE, ENSURE THE POINTS DISCUSSED ARE DOCUMENTED IN THE SUMMARY OF COUNSELING.)Supervisor ____________________________________  NCOIC ____________________________________  OIC _____________________________________Primary MOS _________________  Secondary/Additional MOS _________________  Duty MOS _________________  Duty MOS qualified?      YES      NOIf not DMOSQ, steps to schedule MOS school ______________________________________________________________________________________________NCOES/OES completed _____________________  SSD level (Enlisted) ________________  Steps for next school ______________________________________Meets time in service/grade for promotion?       YES       NO      If YES, steps to for promotion board __________________________________________________Soldier's career goals __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Issues affecting ability to meet goals (APFT, flag, profile, weight) ______________________________________________________________________________Steps to resolve above issues ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________Mobilizations (from USAR or National Guard) - Dates/operation _______________________________________________________________________________Deployments (Active Army, USAR or ARNG) - Dates/location(s) ______________________________________________________________________________Family Status:  Married?     YES      NO      Children/other dependents? __________________________________________________________________________Active Duty with dependents:  Accompanied tour?    YES    NO    If unaccompanied, dependent location________________________________________________Local issues (safety, off limits areas, policies) _______________________________________________________________________________________________Other issues (Optional, meant to help with any issues that may prevent your success)   Thoughts of suicide/self-harm _______________  Brain injury ____________Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD even if not combat-related) ___________________ Pay issues _____________________  Family issues __________________CONCLUSION.  The unit leadership is here to assist your transition and your development.  Do you have any questions or concerns?

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  MOS or other training, including on-the-job training: _______________________________________________________________________________________2.  Professional school for current rank (if not completed) or next rank (if seats are available), including SSD for Enlisted:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Plan for promotion and future career progression: __________________________________________________________________________________________4.  Next APFT and weigh-in:  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________5.  If there are any personal or career issues (APFT, weight, pay, profile, Family issues or other issues), plan to assist Soldier:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________6.  If you have issues such as post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; sexual assault; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, which offers free counseling and referrals, or the Suicide Prevention Veterans Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255 (Press 1).  However, your chain-of-command can't help you unless you let them know the issue.  DO NOT LET ANY ISSUES KEEP YOU FROM ACHIEVING YOUR PATHWAY TO SUCCESSPLAN TO ADDRESS ANY OTHER ISSUES: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Provide training at unit level.2.  Submit school requests as needed.3.  Assist with career progression including promotion and professional development.4.  Implement plan to address any issues affecting career or personal performance.5.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                              SAMPLE FORMAT - DERELICTION OF DUTY COUNSELING (OTHER THAN SIMPLE INEFFICIENCY) COUNSELING                                                                                       (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On or about ____________, you failed to properly perform your duty as a(n) (Officer) (NCO) (_____________) in that you (willfully) (negligently) (DESCRIBE DUTY THAT SOLDIER KNEW ABOUT BUT FAILED TO PERFORM)_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________You knew or should have known your requirement to perform this duty but failed to do so.  This constitutes dereliction of duty in violation of Article 92, UCMJ.  The purpose of this counseling is to address that failure and to improve your future performance.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)The Army Value of Duty states professionals consistently strive to do their very best.  Conscientious leaders have a sense of responsibility for contributing to the Army through dedicated effort, thoroughness, and reliability (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP 6-22], Army Leadership, paragraph 3-7).  Failure to perform duties that are an part of an individual's duty position - whether deliberately or through negligence - falls short of what is expected of Army leaders.Dereliction of duty is a violation of the UCMJ and may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued failure in your performance of duty may result in relief for cause from your duty position in the best interest of the Army.  This will result in a relief-for-cause Evaluation Report under Army Regulation (AR) 623-3, which will be detrimental to continued service .  A continued pattern of unsatisfactory performance may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 9, paragraph 9-2a(1) [Reserve] or AR 635-200, Chapter 13, paragraph 13-2(a)(1) [Active Duty]) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-11 [Reserve] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a [Active Duty]). The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your service record.  A less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will terminate of entitlement to such benefits & result in action to recoup benefits paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, ________________, as approval authority.(IF REMEDIAL TRAINING IS NEEDED:  To ensure you perform your duties to standard, your leadership will provide training to help you improve your deficiencies and develop your strengths.  The specific plan will be outlined in the next block of this form.  You are expected to participate in training and let your supervisor how we can help you improve your performance.)((IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [____________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)You are expected to correct your duty performance.  Do you have any questions or issues that prevent you from achieving that goal? (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH AN ATTORNEY.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will learn and carry out all duties and standards for the position to which assigned with the assistance of unit leadership.2.  If there is any area where Soldier requires assistance to accomplish the required duties, Soldier will inform unit leadership and request guidance and training to improve skills and overcome deficiencies.3.  If Counselor decides remedial training is appropriate (such as training on ethics and professional conduct), state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF DISCIPLINARY ACTION IS PENDING, ADD:5.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [Court-martial charges] [______________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of and be given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when officially served with a copy of the action.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial only if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: 1.  Ensure Soldier has clear guidance on the duties of the position, including timely OER/NCOER counseling, professional development counseling, on-the-job training and supervision, and other appropriate means.2.  Provide training to improve areas where Soldier is deficient.3.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                       SAMPLE FORMAT - SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT (SELF-REFERRAL)                                                                                   (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)EVENT ORIENTED - REFERRAL TO SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT:  On _________________, you (requested referral by your chain-of-command to substance abuse treatment) (admitted to ________________ that you had a problem with [alcohol][and][drug] abuse, which required notification to your unit commander) (sought emergency medical treatment for [alcohol][and][drug] overdose or abuse).  This action is considered voluntary self-identification under the Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP) (AR 600-85, paragraph 7-3a).  This was not related to any prior known alcohol- or drug-related misconduct.The purpose of this counseling is to establish a plan of action to assist in your rehabilitation, including referral to the appropriate treatment resources.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  THE LEADER AND THE COUNSELED INDIVIDUAL SHOULD ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP A MUTUAL AND CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF THE COUNSELING ISSUES [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPH 2-42].  THEREFORE, ENSURE THE POINTS DISCUSSED ARE DOCUMENTED IN THE SUMMARY OF COUNSELING.)(IF SOLDIER BRINGS UP POSSIBLE MISCONDUCT, STOP AND READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881.)All individuals whose performance, social conduct, interpersonal relations, or health becomes impaired because of alcohol or drug abuse have an obligation to seek rehabilitation.  By seeking treatment, you have taken the first step towards recovery.  For our part, the chain-of-command has a duty to be supportive of those who need substance abuse treatment (Army Regulation [AR] 600-85, paragraph 7-3.a., 2-32.g.).Under ASAP guidelines, you will be referred to (ACTIVE:  the ASAP counseling center on base for initial interview.  The counselor will explain the Limited Use Policy regarding disclosure of information and ASAP services, including the commander's role.  If further services are warranted, the ASAP counselor will contact the unit commander and coordinate formal referral using DA Form 8003. The commander will be a part of the rehabilitation program and, as a member of the Rehabilitation Team, will be directly involved in the decision of whether rehabilitation is required [AR 600-85, paragraph 7-10].) (RESERVE: community-based certified programs.  The USAR will not provide transportation or counseling services.  However, the unit will provide you with a list of resources for rehabilitation, some of which may provide a sliding fee scale or, if in the case of certain services arranged through DoD or Department of Veterans Affairs, no cost for treatment of service-connected conditions.  You are required to consent to release of information and request the program provide progress reports at least monthly [AR 600-85, paragraph 16-11].)  (OPTIONAL:  You are also encouraged to attend Alcoholics Anonymous or similar support groups to assist with your recovery.)While enrolled, you have a duty to attend in all counseling sessions and successfully complete rehabilitation.  Failure attend counseling, participate adequately in or respond successfully to rehabilitation may result in disciplinary action and discharge (AR 600-85, paragraph 1-7c(3) & (5)).  You may be separated for rehabilitation failure under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 11 [Reserve Enlisted] or AR 635-200, Chapter 9 [Active Enlisted]) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-10 [Reserve Officer] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a(7) [Active Duty Officer]) or misconduct outside the program under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 [Army Reserve Enlisted] or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 [Active Enlisted]) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 [Reserve Officer] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b [Active Officer]).  The type of discharge may be Honorable, General (Under Honorable Conditions), or Other Than Honorable Discharge.  A less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State veterans benefits.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus or other benefits, separation before the end of your term of service will terminate of entitlement to such benefits and result in action to recoup benefits paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, _____________________, as approval authority.Your chain-of-command is available to provide support and further counseling to assist you.  The ultimate responsibility is yours - as will be the benefits of having a life free from substance abuse.  Do you questions or issues to keep you from attaining this goal. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will be referred to (ACTIVE:  the Army Substance Abuse Program on base) (RESERVE:  a community-based, certified substance abuse program located through a resource directory provided to Soldier).  SOLDIER UNDERSTANDS THAT FAILURE TO ATTEND MANDATORY COUNSELING, ADEQUATELY PARTICIPATE IN AND SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE REHABILITATIVE SERVICES CONSTITUTES GROUNDS FOR SEPARATION ACTION AND DISCIPLINARY ACTION.2.  The unit commander will be a member of the Rehabilitative Team.  However, all members of the chain-of-command will be available to provide support and counseling during the rehabilitation process, as well as afterwards as you maintain your recovery.3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Continue to be available to support Soldier through the rehabilitation process.2.  Assist Soldier to obtain resources to deal with any other issues affecting rehabilitation.3.  Other (specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                              SAMPLE FORMAT - SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY VIOLATION COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _________________, it was reported that you violated the Army and unit Prevention of Sexual Harassment Policies by:__________________________________________________________________________________________________The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards expected of all members of the U.S. Armed Forces regarding prevention of sexual harassment and the consequences of failing to follow such policies.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)The Army bases success on mission accomplishment and this can only be achieved in an environment free of sexual harassment, which is unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors and other verbal or nonverbal conduct of a sexual nature.  Sexual harassment destroys teamwork and negatively affects combat readiness.  Every Soldier and DA civilian has a duty to prevent sexual harassment and treat others with dignity and respect (Army Regulation [AR] 600-20, paragraph 7-3, 7-4).Violations of the Army's prevention of sexual harassment policy will not be tolerated.  Such conduct may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _______________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)Army leaders at all levels will be committed to creating and maintaining an environment conducive to maximum productivity and respect for human dignity.  You will correct your behavior by taking action to eliminate conduct which may be considered sexual harassment - starting with your own actions and behaviors.  Do you have any questions or issues to prevent you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will obey the policies regarding prevention of sexual harassment and treat all individuals with dignity and respect, whether military or civilian.2.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as prevention of sexual harassment training), state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training, conducting individual inspection, or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                     SAMPLE FORMAT - ALCOHOL ABUSE COUNSELING (OTHER THAN DUI/DWI)                                                                                     (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _______________, you were (found to be consuming alcohol under the Army's legal drinking age of 21, in violation of the Army Substance Abuse Policy under AR 600-85) (under the influence of alcohol while on duty, in violation of Article 112, UCMJ) (incapacitated from the proper performance of your duties due to your prior abuse of alcohol, in violation of Article 134, UCMJ) (drunk [and disorderly][in a public place], to the discredit of the Armed Forces, in violation of [OFFICER:  Article 133, UCMJ] [ENLISTED:  Article 134, UCMJ]).  (This is your second alcohol-related incident within a 12 month period.)  The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards of conduct expected of members of the Uniformed Services.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)As stated in Army Regulation (AR) 600-85, paragraph 1-7.c.(1), alcohol abuse is inconsistent with Army Values, Warrior Ethos and standards of discipline, performance and readiness necessary to accomplish the Army's mission.  The Army requires all Soldiers to exercise personal responsibility in all areas of their behavior.  Abuse of alcohol indicates a failure to meet those standards.Continued alcohol abuse may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  (1ST OFFENSE:  If you continue your unprofessional behavior, you may be processed for discharge.) (SECOND OFFENSE:  Under AR 600-85, paragraph 10-6, you will be processed for discharge because [this is your second serious of alcohol-related incident in a 12 month period] [you have failed to successfully respond to rehabilitation after a previous alcohol-related incident].)  The basis is (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 [Reserve] or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 [Active/Mobilized]) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 [Reserve] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b [Active/Mobilized]).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  Any discharge that is less than Honorable may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, ____________________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)Alcohol abuse can affect your career & your life.  IAW AR 600-85, you will be referred for evaluation to (ACTIVE:  the Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP) under paragraph 3-2.f. & 7-9.b.) (RESERVE: community-based certified programs under paragraph 16-11.  The USAR will not pay for treatment, but if you fail to consent to counseling or authorize release of records, separation will be initiated.)  You don't have to say anything and may consult with counsel, but you may ask for help without admitting to any incident.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will be referred for evaluation to (ACTIVE:  the Army Substance Abuse Program) (RESERVE:  a community-based, certified program at no cost to the Government, which may be a program directed by civilian judicial authorities, if applicable, or one located through a resource directory provided to Soldier).   FAILURE TO COOPERATE CONSTITUTES GROUNDS FOR SEPARATION.  (OPTIONAL:  Soldier will also attend at a total of ______ Alcoholics Anonymous or similar recovery program meetings and show proof of attendance as authorized by AR 600-85, paragraph 8-19.) 2.  Soldier will exercise personal responsibility and avoid further incidents of alcohol abuse.  If Soldier has a problem complying with this directive, referral to substance abuse treatment may be requested without admitting guilt for any alleged incident.3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF SECOND OFFENSE, ADD:  4.  Because this is the second serious alcohol-related incident [within 12 months] [after previous enrollment in a substance abuse rehabilitation program], Soldier will be processed for discharge.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when officially served with notification of discharge.)(IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, ADD:  5.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Prosecution in civilian court] [_________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Soldier will initial if making a statement)  I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel, that I do NOT have to say anything, and that any statement I may make may be used against me.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement.  I also understand I may ask for substance abuse treatment without admitting guilt for any specific incident.

		LEADER: 1.  Refer Soldier for evaluation by ASAP (if Active Duty) or community-based, certified program located through a directory provided to Soldier (if Reserve not on active duty).2.  Assist Soldier with enrollment in a treatment program, if requested.3.  If discharge or disciplinary action will be initiated, Soldier will be allowed to exercise the rights under the action.4.  Other (specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                      SAMPLE FORMAT - ASAP REHABILITATION FAILURE (ALCOHOL-RELATED)                                                                                   (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)EVENT ORIENTED - Alcohol abuse and ASAP rehabilitation failure.  Flagged for potential involuntary separation for rehabilitation failure.

		POINTS: On ____________, you were enrolled in ASAP because of _______________(briefly describe prior incident).  While enrolled, you had a duty to attend all counseling sessions and successfully complete your rehabilitation.  You have been informed that alcohol abuse is inconsistent with Army Values, Warrior Ethos and standards of discipline, performance and readiness necessary to accomplish the Army's mission, as stated in Army Regulation (AR) 600-85, paragraph 1-7.c.(1).  You were also counseled that a rehabilitation failure may lead to adverse administrative action, to include involuntary separation from the service.On (date of incident) __________________, you were involved in the following alcohol-related incident: (describe incident in detail) _________________________.  The Command will consult with your ASAP Rehabilitation Team to determine if you will be deemed a rehabilitation failure under AR 600-85.  While that determination is being made, you have a duty to continue to attend all counseling sessions and other duties associated with your rehabilitation plan.You are being counseled in accordance with AR 635-200, paragraph 1-16, for your conduct as set forth in Part II above.  Due to your conduct, an involuntary discharge may be initiated for rehabilitation failure under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 11 [Reserve Enlisted] or AR 635-200, Chapter 9 [Active Enlisted]) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-10 [Reserve Officer] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a(7) [Active Duty Oficer]) or for misconduct outside the program under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 [Army Reserve Enlisted] or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 [Active Enlisted]) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 [Reserve Officer] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b [Active Officer]).  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.  The type of discharge may be Honorable or General (Under Honorable Conditions), or Other Than Honorable Discharge.  A less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus or other benefits, separation before the end of your term of service will terminate of entitlement to such benefits and result in action to recoup benefits paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Brigade Commander, 5th AR BDE, as approval authority.  Additionally, further misconduct may lead to other administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction; nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty; or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay and rank.  

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  The unit commander will coordinate with your Rehabilitation Team to determine whether you are assessed to be a rehabilitation failure.2.  If you are declared a rehabilitation failure and processed for separation from the service, you will be informed of your rights under the procedure and given an opportunity to exercise those rights at that time.3.  You will continue to attend all counseling and duties associated with your ASAP Enrollment.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Continue to be available to support Soldier's ongoing the rehabilitation process.2.  If Soldier is declared a rehabilitation failure and separation from the service is initiated, ensure Soldier is provided the opportunity to exercise the rights available under the separation proceeding.3.  Other (specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: NCOSupport.com

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: Potential Violation of AR 600-20 for Hazing

		POINTS: _______(insert rank and name)________on (insert date), (specifics of situation).  As a result of this information I am informing the chain of command, so they can take action as appropriate. This action may include: an informal or formal investigation, and if appropriate punishment under UCMJ or the MCM.  During this session I have not asked you about your participation in this event and no information was exchanged between us with regard to the incident. You are not to discuss this matter with anyone at this time (exceptions to this are Commander, 1SG, PLT, PSG, IG, JAG). You will be informed by the chain of command as to the course of action they deem appropriate.   I am counseling you for the conduct noted above.  If this conduct continues, action may be initiated to separate you from the Army IAW AR 635-200.  If you are involuntary separated, you could receive an Honorable Discharge, a General (Under Honorable Conditions) Discharge, or Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge.  An Honorable Discharge is a separation with honor based on the quality of service, which meets the standards of acceptable conduct and performance of duty.  A General Discharge is a separation under honorable conditions, based on a military record being satisfactory but not sufficiently meritorious to warrant an Honorable Discharge.  A discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions is based upon a pattern of behavior of one or more acts or omissions that constitutes a significant departure from the conduct expected of a soldier.  An Honorable Discharge may be awarded under any provisions.  A General Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 5, Chapter 9, Chapter 13 and Chapter 14.  An Under Other Than Honorable Conditions Discharge may be awarded for separation under Chapter 14 for misconduct.  If you receive an Honorable Discharge, you will be qualified for most benefits resulting from military service.  An involuntary honorable Discharge, however, will disqualify you from reenlistment for some period of time and may disqualify you from receiving transitional benefits (e.g., commissary, housing, health benefits) and the Montgomery GI Bill if you have not met other program requirements.  If you receive a General Discharge, you will be disqualified from reenlisting in the service for some period of time and you will be ineligible for some military and VA administered benefits, including the Montgomery GI Bill.  If you receive a discharge Under Other Than Honorable Conditions, you will be ineligible for reenlistment and for most benefits, including payments of accrued leave, transitional benefits, the Montgomery GI Bill, and possibly transportation of dependents and household goods to home.   You may also face difficulty in obtaining civilian employment as employers have a low regard for General and Under Other Than Honorable conditions discharges.  Although there are agencies to which you may apply to have your characterization of service changed, it is unlikely that such application will be successful. _______ (Soldier’s initials)      

		PLAN: Soldier understands that if they speak with anyone regarding this issue other than those specified in this counseling they could be in violation of a lawful order.Informed the Soldier they can contact JAG or the IG if they choose to do soSoldier was informed that they will be contacted by the chain of command with regard to the course of action to be takenSoldier was also told not to communicate with the Soldier involved in this incident.

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Ensure the Soldier understands this is only a notification and that they have not been chargedEnsure the Soldier fully understands they are not to contact the soldier involved or communicate with anyone involved in this incident accepted as noted in exceptions of this counselingAssist the Soldier in making an appointment with IG or JAG if requested to do soFollow up with Soldier and keep the Soldier informed

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: To: •  Inform Soldier that he/she has maintained Satisfactory Progress during the monthly weigh-in IAW AR 600-9 •  Encourage Soldier to continue to maintain progress   

		POINTS: On DATE you were weighed in during the monthly weigh-in IAW 600-9.  The results were as follows:Previous Months Weight: ______ lbs.  Current Months Weight: ______ lbs.  (Loss / Gain) of lbs: ______ lbs.Previous Months Body Fat %: _____ % Current Months Body Fat %: _____ %  (Loss / Gain) of Body Fat %: _____ %    You have lost / gained _____ % of Body Fat since your last weigh-in.   You have lost / gained  _____ lbs. since your last weigh-in.You have made satisfactory progress for this month, however; you have not attained your Body Fat % of _____ %.  Once you obtain this goal you will be removed from the program.Keep up the good work and continue to improve in this area.  Should you have any problems or questions concerning this or any other issue do not hesitate to bring them to my attention

		PLAN: 

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: Continue to monitor Soldier’s progress Supervise the Soldier’s PT programContinue to encourage positive results 

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: To:•  Discuss the Soldier’s borderline compliance with the Army Overweight and Body Fat Standards for attendance to NCOES courses IAW AR 600-9.•  Discuss the possible courses of actions and solutions.•  Inform the Soldier of the possible adverse effects this could have on his/her career.

		POINTS: On DATE you were weighed IAW AR 600-9.       1. Your authorized screening weight IAW AR 600-9 is:                  _____ lbs.     Your current weight is:                                                              _____ lbs.  You are within your screening weight by:                                   _____ lbs.       2. Your authorized body fat % IAW AR 600-9 is:                           _____  %  Your current body fat % as determined using the tape method is: _____ %  You are within your allowable body fat % by:                              _____ % Based upon your weigh in I am highly recommending that you reconsider attending your scheduled class date.  Per AR 600-9 para 3-1d: “personnel who do not meet height and weight standards are not authorized to attend professional development schools”.  Should you choose to attend the scheduled course and be determined to be overweight you may not be enrolled in the course, allowed to complete the course, and/or receive a maringal/failed course standards on your AER (1059) per AR 600-9. In addition you could face the possibilities of the following actions upon your return to the unit: (1).Recommendation to the Commander that you be placed in the Army Overweight Program. (2). You may be enrolled in Special Population Physical Fitness Program. (3). You may be removed from participation in any unit or post sports team competition until you meet the standards set forth in AR 600-9. (4). You may be barred from reenlistment.   (5).  You will not be authorized Tuition Assistance and various other opportunities outlined in AR 600-8-2.  Failure to be enrolled in the NCOES course itself could also have an adverse effect upon you career.  In addition, I am informing you that you are within the 5% zone suggested by AR 600-9.  This regulation states that you should target your weight at 5% below your screening weight.  You are currently still within the regulation.  It is my recommendation that you aggressively monitor your weight and body fat % and seek nutritional counseling.Should you become enrolled in the overweight program the following actions may be taken: (1).  You will be flagged IAW AR 600-8-2.  This flag will suspend all favorable actions to include military and civilian schooling(this means you will not be entitled to tuition assistance). (2).  You will be required to see a doctor to determine if there are any medical conditions causing this condition. (3).  You will be required to attend nutrition counseling. (4).  You will be required to attend a monthly weigh-in as directed. (5).  You will be required to maintain satisfactory progress.  Satisfactory progress is defined as a weight loss of 3-8 pounds per month. (6).  You may not be removed from the program until you achieve your targeted body fat %.  The screening table weight will not be used to remove you from the program. (7).  You will be enrolled in Special Population physical training.  In addition, if you fail to achieve satisfactory progress for any two consecutive months you may be processed for separation from the military.  If after a period of 6 months, you have not made satisfactory progress you may be separated from the military.  If you meet the body fat percentage and are disenrolled from the program the following statements will apply: 1.  If you are enrolled in the program within 12 months from the date of your removal, you may be separated from the military. 2.  If you are enrolled in the program after 12 months but within 36 months from the date of your removal, you will be given 90 days to meet the standard.  If you fail to meet the standard in the allotted 90 days, you may be separated from the military.  _____(Soldiers initials)      Soldier was briefed on the adverse effects overweight could have upon his/her military career.  Based upon this counseling session the Soldier has made the following decision: _____ (Soldiers initials) I elect to proceed to my scheduled class date, _____ (Soldiers initials) I would like to try and defer my scheduled NCOES course.  I also understand that with this decision I may have difficulty in obtaining another class date. Soldier informed that this counseling was informational only. Reviewed a copy of the standard derogatory counseling with the Soldier for informational purposesSoldier gave the following reasons for borderline performance during this weigh in:  

		PLAN: 

		REMARKS: Soldier will initial as appropriate:

		LEADER: Encourage the Soldier to conduct PT after duty hours or during lunch to improve his/her physical conditioningOffer the Soldier the opportunity to do PT with meProvide the Soldier the opportunity to meet with the unit master fitness NCO and dietitianProvide the Soldier the opportunity to meet with a Health Care professional to determine if there are any underlying issues      Conduct assessment as required.

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                    SAMPLE FORMAT - ARMY BODY COMPOSITION PROGRAM COUNSELING (FAILURE TO MAKE SATISFACTORY PROGRESS)                                                                                        (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)On _______________, you exceeded weight control standards:  Height/weight _____________  Body fat _____________  Max weight/BF ______________.  At that time, you were enrolled in the Army Body Composition Program (ABCP) with a goal to lose 3 - 8 lbs. or 1 % body fat per month.  You have not made satisfactory progress as shown by the following body fat screenings:  (LIST DATES & RESULTS OF EACH SCREENING SHOWING UNSATISFACTORY PROGRESS)_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________This counseling is to review the actions required due to your failure to make satisfactory progress in the ABCP.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)You have failed to show satisfactory progress toward ABCP goals (SELECT BASIS FOR UNSATISFACTORY PROGRESS:  [for 2 consecutive months] [for 3 or more nonconsecutive monthly assessments] [after 6 months of diet & exercise]).  This constitutes program failure under Army Regulation (AR) 600-9, paragraph 3-12.(FOR ACTIVE INCLUDING USAR ON AD:  IAW AR 600-9, you will be referred to a military physician to evaluate if there is an underlying condition contributing to failure to make satisfactory progress.  If there is a condition, you will receive treatment and may be referred to a board if the condition disqualifies you from service.  If there is no condition, discharge will be initiated.) (FOR RESERVE NOT ON ACTIVE DUTY:  Under AR 600-9, paragraphs 3-7a(2)(f) and 3-12c(4), if your failure is due to a medical condition, you will obtain an exam at your own expense and provide proof of the condition.  If there is no condition, discharge will be initiated.)(ENLISTED ONLY, IF APPLICABLE & COMMANDER RECOMMENDS:  If you are Enlisted not on indefinite reenlistment, a Bar to Reenlistment may be imposed in lieu of discharge under AR 140-111 (Reserve) or AR 601-280 (Active).  Based on your record of service, I am initiating a Bar to Reenlistment.  However, it is up to the approval authority as to whether this action will be approved in lieu of discharge.  If approved, you must correct the deficiences that caused the bar or discharge will be initiated.)(IF DISCHARGE WILL BE INITIATED:  If you do not have a condition and fail to make satisfactory progress, discharge will be initiated under (ENLISTED: AR 135-178, Chapter 16 (Reserve) or AR 635-200, Chapter 18 (Active)) (OFFICER: AR 135-175 paragraph 2-11i (Reserve) or AR 600-8-24 paragraph 4-2a(9)(Active)).  The discharge will be Honorable.  If separated before the end of your current term of service, entitlement to educational or other benefits based on military service will terminate.  If you received a bonus or other benefits based on military service, any payments made to you may be collected due to failure to fulfill your obligation.  The final decision will be made by Commander, ________________, as approval authority.  In addition, a flag will be imposed while you are pending elimination.  This is in addition to the flag for weight control.)You will be informed of your rights when the (discharge) (bar to reenlistment) is initiated.  Do you have any questions or issues?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)(IF DISCHARGE WILL BE INITIATED, USE THE FOLLOWING:  1.  Discharge will be initiated based on failure to make satisfactory progress toward meeting weight control standards.  Soldier will be informed of the rights under the proceeding and given an opportunity to exercise them after receiving the notification of separation.)(IF BAR WILL BE INITIATED, USE THE FOLLOWING:  1.  Bar to Reenlistment will be initiated based on failure to make satisfactory progress toward weight control standards.  Soldier will be informed of the rights under the proceeding and given an opportunity to exercise them after receiving notification of the bar.  The final decision regarding whether Soldier will be barred from reenlisting instead of discharged depends on the approval authority.  If approved, Soldier understands that failure to overcome the bar by correcting the substandard performance will result in initiation of discharge.)2.  If Soldier has an underlying medical condition, it may be presented as a matter in defense to the (discharge) (bar to reenlistment) if it is documented in the medical records.  (If active duty, the evaluation will be done by at military medical facility.)  (If Reserve not on active duty, you must provide documentation from a civilian physician at your own expense.)3.  Flagging action will be imposed for (Elimination - Field Initiated based on the discharge)  (Adverse Action based on the bar to reenlistment).  This is in addition to the flag for weight control.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: _________ (Initials)  I understand that if I am being processed for (discharge)  (bar to reenlistment), I will have the right to submit matters in rebuttal and exercise other rights when the action is initiated.  I do not have to say anything at this time, and understand that anything I do say may be used against me in a legal or administrative proceeding.  However, I waive my right to remain silent to make the following statement or present any issues listed below.

		LEADER: 1.  Assist Soldier to exercise the rights under the (discharge) (bar to reenlistment) proceeding.2.  Consider any valid medical evidence Soldier may have showing a condition affecting ability to meet weight control standards..3.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                            SAMPLE FORMAT - APFT FAILURE COUNSELING (RECORD - SECOND CONSECUTIVE FAILURE)                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)On _______________, you failed a, Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT) for record.  Specifically, you failed to achieve the minimum score of 60 points on the (push-up event by ________ repetitions) (sit-up event by __________ repetitions) ([run] [walk] [bike] [swim]  event by _____________ minutes/seconds).The minimum score for your age is ___________ push-ups       ___________ sit-ups       _____________ minutes/seconds for the (run) (walk) (bike) (swim).This is your second consecutive record APFT failure, the first having occurred on ____________________.   The purpose of this counseling is to review the chain-of-command's requirements now that you have failed the APFT for record on two consecutive occasions.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)As you know, all Soldiers must to pass a record APFT every 6 months if Active and at least annually if Reserve not on active duty.  AC Soldiers who fail a record APFT and have no medical issues have 90 days to retrain and be retested (180 days for RC not on active duty).  The Army physical fitness program is designed to enhance combat readiness by developing and sustaining a high level of Soldier fitness (Army Regulation [AR] 350-1, paragraph 1-24).  Failure to pass the APFT indicates failure to meet the standards required to be a Soldier in the United States Army..(IF DISCHARGE WILL BE INITIATED:  Because you failed two consecutive record APFTs, you will be processed for discharge for (ENLISTED:  unsatisfactory performance under AR 135-178, Chapter 9, paragraph 9-2e (Reserve Enlisted not on Active Duty) or AR 635-200, Chapter 13 (Active Enlisted))(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-11 (Reserve Officer not on Active Duty) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a(10) (Active Officer).  The type of discharge may be Honorable or General (Under Honorable Conditions).  A discharge that is less than Honorable may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ________________, as approval authority.)(ENLISTED ONLY, IF APPLICABLE & COMMANDER RECOMMENDS:  If you are Enlisted and not on indefinite reenlistment, a Bar to Reenlistment may be imposed in lieu of discharge under AR 140-111 (Reserve) or AR 601-280 (Active Duty).  Based on your overall record, I am initiating a Bar to Reenlistment.  However, it is up to the approval authority as to whether this action will be approved.  If it is approved, you will be expected to correct your substandard performance or discharge will be initiated.)If you have a medical issue affecting your APFT performance, the unit leadership should have been notified.  You still may show proof of the condition in your defense to a discharge or bar to reenlistment - either a Physical Profile (DA Form 3349) from a military physician if Active Duty, or records from your civilian physician at your own expense if Reserve not on active duty.You will be informed of your rights when the (discharge) (bar) is initiated.  Do you have any questions or issues at this time?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)(IF DISCHARGE WILL BE INITIATED, USE THE FOLLOWING:  1.  Discharge will be initiated for unsatisfactory performance based on failure of two consecutive record APFTs.  Soldier will be informed of the rights and given an opportunity to exercise them after receiving the notification of separation.)(IF BAR TO REENLISTMENT WILL BE INITIATED, USE THE FOLLOWING:  1.  Bar to Reenlistment will be initiated based on failure of two consecutive record APFTs.  Soldier will be informed of and given an opportunity to exercise the rights when the bar is initiated.  The final decision whether the bar will be approved in lieu of discharge depends on the approval authority.  If approved, Soldier understands that failure to correct deficiencies that led to the bar will result in initiation of discharge.)2.  If Soldier has an underlying medical condition, it may be presented as a matter in defense to the (discharge) (bar to reenlistsment) if it is documented in the medical records.  (Active Duty can obtain an evaluation by a military physician.  Reservist not on active duty must provide documentation of a civilian physician at their own expense.)3.  Flagging action will be imposed for (Elimination - Field Initiated based on the discharge)  (Adverse Action based on the bar to reenlistment).  This is in addition to the flag for APFT failure.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Assist Soldier to exercise the rights under the (discharge) (bar to reenlistment) proceeding.2.  Consider any valid medical evidence Soldier may present regarding a medical condition affecting APFT performance.3.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                       SAMPLE FORMAT - APFT FAILURE COUNSELING (RECORD - 1ST TIME)                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)On _______________, you failed an Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT) for record.  Specifically, you failed to achieve the minimum score of 60 points on the (push-up event by ________ repetitions) (sit-up event by __________ repetitions) ([run] [walk] [bike] [swim]  event by _____________ minutes/seconds).The minimum score for your age is ___________ push-ups       ___________ sit-ups       _____________ minutes/seconds for the (run) (walk) (bike) (swim).This is the first record APFT failure, which indicates a problem with your physical fitness.  A second consecutive failure would have serious consequences for your Army career.  The purpose of this counseling is to review the Army's physical fitness standards and establish a plan to ensure you are prepared to pass a record APFT.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)As you know, all Soldiers must to meet the physical readiness standards (as measured during the APFT) set forth in FM 7-22, Appendix A, and AR 350-1.  All Soldiers must to pass a record APFT twice each calendar year if on Active Duty and at least annually if Reserve not on active duty.  AC Soldiers who fail a record APFT and have no medical issues have 90 days to retrain and be retested (180 days for RC not on active duty).  Soldiers must maintain physical readiness proficiency as part of their overall MOS or branch proficiency.  Soldiers who are unable to meet these standards may be subject to administrative action (AR 350-1, paragraph G-9).Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed for APFT failure.  All favorable personnel actions will be suspended, including awards, promotion, schools, and transfers.  The flag is not a disciplinary action but is required when Soldiers are not in compliance with Army standards required for favorable actions.  If you fail two consecutive record APFTs, you may be discharged for (ENLISTED:  unsatisfactory performance under AR 135-178, Chapter 9, paragraph 9-2e (Reserve Enlisted not on Active Duty) or AR 635-200, Chapter 13 (Active Enlisted))(OFFICER:  substandard performance of duty under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-11 (Reserve Officer not on Active Duty) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a(10) (Active Duty Officer).  The type of discharge may be Honorable or General (Under Honorable Conditions).  Any discharge that is less than Honorable may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, _________________, as approval authority.If you have a medical condition that limits APFT performance, inform your chain-of-command.  If you are on Active Duty, you must request evaluation by a military physician for a Physical Profile (DA Form 3349), which your unit leadership will use to develop a fitness program within the limits of your condition.  If you are a Reservist not on active duty, you must provide records from your civilian physician so we can request a profile from a military physician.  If you do not have a medical condition documented by a permanent profile, then you are expected to maintain your fitness so that you can pass a record APFT.You are strongly encouraged to make every reasonable effort to improve your fitness - for unit readiness, your career, and your own health and well-being.  Do you have any questions or issues that prevent you from complying with this goal?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  A physical fitness improvement program will be developed in accordance with FM 7-22.  This will include both exercises to overcome deficienies in the event(s) that you failed, and an overall training plan to improve your performance in the other areas of the APFT.  You will assist in the development of the PT plan by identifying areas where you need improvement and ensuring you comply with the program.2.  If you have a medical condition that affects your ability to perform any APFT event,  you will inform your chain-of-command and obtain an evaluation from a military physician in order to determine if a physical profile is required.  (If you are a Reservist not on active duty, you must provide documentation of your condition from your civilian physician so that the unit can request review and issuance of a profile by a military physician.)3.  Flagging action will be imposed and will be removed once you pass a record APFT.4.  You must pass a record APFT no later than ___________________.5.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Assist Soldier with a physical training program to improve level of fitness.2.  If Soldier has a valid medical condition that affects your APFT performance, assist to obtain a medical evaluation.3.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE: To: Request for off duty employment

		POINTS: ______ (Rank/Date) your request for off duty employment at ________________ (name of establishment and type of work) is approved.  Understand that this approval is conditional and can be revoked by me at any time based on mission requirements, duty performance and/or the perception that your employment may have a negative impact upon the service.  You are further more reminded that no soldier can engage in off duty employment with out the approval of the commander and that off duty employment cannot:o Detract from unit readiness or cause a security risk of any kindo It cannot interfere with proper and efficient performance of military dutieso It cannot bring discredit upon the Armed Forceso It cannot create an appearance of impropriety or a conflict of interesto It cannot involve the solicitation of life insurance, mutual funds and other investment plans, commodities, and service on any U.S. o Government installation with or without compensationo It cannot involve personal commercial solicitation and sale to military personnel who are junior in grade or rank. 

		PLAN: o Ensure the soldier understand the terms of the employmento Soldier must present a written statement to the commander stating what his/her duties will entail and that they do not violate any of the stipulations mentioned on the front of this counseling.  This must be turned in no later than ______ (date)o Failure to turn in the written statement will result in the approval to work after duty hours being revokedo Soldier also understands they cannot perform off duty employment in military uniform and cannot present nor represent themselves as a member of the armed forces during off duty employment

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: o ensure soldier understands the requirements of this counselingo ensure the soldier understands that off duty employment can be revoked by the commander based on mission or substandard performanceo review status of off duty employment quarterly

		ASSESS: 

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES
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1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                 SAMPLE FORMAT FOR SCHOOL PREPARATION COUNSELING                                                                                   (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)You have (requested) (been selected) to attend the ________________________________________ Course.  This school is designed to better your skills as a Soldier and improve your ability to contribute to the unit mission.The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards expected of Soldiers attending military schools and to ensure you are prepared for success at the course.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  THE LEADER AND THE COUNSELED INDIVIDUAL SHOULD ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP A MUTUAL AND CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF THE COUNSELING ISSUES [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPH 2-42].  THEREFORE, ENSURE THE POINTS DISCUSSED ARE DOCUMENTED IN THE SUMMARY OF COUNSELING.)Selection for military schools represents a considerable resource investment by the Army.  It is an excellent career opportunity for selected individuals.  However, this individuals must follow certain guidelines under Army Regulation (AR) 350-1.  First and foremost, Soldiers attending Army schools expected to display a level of professionalism that shows they are ready to apply their training as a leader.  You must possess endurance, mental capacity, aptitude, and self-discipline.  It also includes having personal and financial affairs in order; having all required clothing and equipment; and being mentally and physically prepared for all course requirements.  Physical fitness may require meeting height/weight and body fat standards and passing the Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT).  If this is required for your course, you will be scheduled to take a diagnostic APFT and weigh-in/body fat screening.The goal of your unit leadership is to assist you to be successful at the course.  However, we have a duty to inform you of the consequences of failure to pass the course.  If you are dismissed for academic failure or for other failure to meet the standards - especially if it is a leadership or MOS/branch course - it may constitute grounds for discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 9, paragraph 9-2 (Reserve Enlisted not on Active Duty) or AR 635-200, Chapter 13, paragraph 13-2 (Active Duty Enlisted)) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-11 (Reserve Officer not on Active Duty) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a (Active Duty Officer)). The type of discharge may be Honorable or General (Under Honorable Conditions).  A less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you received a bonus or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, ________________, as approval authority.  Additionally, if you are an Enlisted Soldier, failure to complete a required school such as a leader course may constitute grounds for reduction for inefficiency under AR 600-8-19, paragraphs 10-5 and 10-6, and bar to reenlistment under AR 140-111 (Reserve) or AR 601-280 (Active Duty).  This is provided for your information.  Your selection indicates we have confidence in your ability to succeed, so we do not expect to take such actions and will do our part to assist you to be successful, provided you put forth the effort the achieve and even exceed course standards.If you are scheduled for school, you are expected to report as ordered and comply with all standards for success.  I encourage you to take full advantage of this opportunity for professional development. Are there any question or issues that prevent your success?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: 1.  Meet height/weight and body fat standards under AR 600-9?     GO     NO GO    (If required, must pass weigh-in/body fat.  Date of screening: ________________)2.  Meet APFT standards if required?      GO     NO GO    (If required, must pass diagnostic APFT prior to course.  Date of APFT: ___________________)3.  Profiles limiting duty?     GO     NO GO     (If NO GO, refer for military medical evaluation unless waiver is allowed.  Date of evaluation: __________________)4.  Does Soldier have adequate finances to cover expenses including government travel card?               GO           NO GO     (If no government travel card, must complete application or submit for travel advance if needed.)5.  Any personal issues affecting ability to attend course (including family care)?          GO           NO GO    (If NO GO, must take steps to resolve issues.)    Issues identified and steps to resolve them: ________________________________________________________________________________________________6.  Job conflicts?         GO     NO GO    (If NO GO, contact employer or Employer Support of Guard & Reserve. [Active Duty, unit must agree to let Soldier attend.])7.  Meet other course requirements:     MOS entry qualifications in DA Pam 611-21 (for MOS schools)?             GO           NO GO     Prerequisites for NCOES/OES (including SSD requirements for Enlisted)?            GO       NO GO     All required gear/clothing/materials (according to school's welcome packet)?          GO      NO GO     List any failure to meet course requirements with steps to resolve: _____________________________________________________________________________8.  Other issues (with plan to resolve them) __________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: _______ (Soldier's Initials) I understand the requirements for the course that I am requesting to attend.  Any issues affecting my ability to succeed at the course are stated below or will be brought to my chain-of-command for assistance if they arise after the date of this counseling.

		LEADER: 1.  Provide training and guidance to prepare Soldier for school.2.  List responsibilities to resolve issues raised by the above questions: ____________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                SAMPLE FORMAT - ETHICS VIOLATION OR CONFLICT OF INTEREST COUNSELING                                                                              (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)It has come to the attention of unit leadership that you may be involved in potential violation of Department of Defense (DOD) ethics and financial conflict of interest policy, in that, on or about _______________, you (accepted a gift from a business in violation of the limits on such gift)  (solicited a local business for a donation in your official capacity as a service member)  (solicited others to purchase items from you for your personal profit while in your official capacity as a service member)  (_________________________________).  Failure to obey rules regarding ethics may be in violation of a lawful order under Article 92, UCMJ.  The purpose of this counseling is to review the DOD's ethics policy.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Both DOD and Army policy are clear:  All personnel must place loyalty to country, ethical principles and the law above private gain or personal interest.  This includes giving, offering, seeking, or accepting anything of value that even appears to influence an official act, or using their position or their authority over others for personal business or profit (Army Regulation [AR] 600-20, Army Command Policy, paragraph 4-17; DOD 5500.7-R, Joint Ethics Regulation).  Failure to follow these standards has the potential to bring discredit upon the Armed Forces.Further misconduct may lead to administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  You may also processed for discharge for (ENLISTED:  misconduct under AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Army Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Duty Enlisted)) (OFFICER:  moral or professional dereliction under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Army Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Duty Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, ____________________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [admin reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [________________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)The Army Value of Integrity requires leaders to do the right thing because their character permits nothing less (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP] 6-22, Army Leadership, paragraph 3-14).  You will refrain from any conduct which violates DOD and Army ethics policies.  Do you have any questions or any issues that keep you from meeting that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will avoid all future conduct which is contrary to the DOD ethics policy, whether it involves actions with outside entities or actions in any capacity which gives the appearance of using the office for personal gain or in an inappropriate manner.2.  If Counselor decides remedial training is appropriate (such as training on the DOD ethics policy), state plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Nojudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [Court-martial] [Civilian court prosecution] [________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
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Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                SAMPLE FORMAT - DRIVING UNDER INFLUENCE COUNSELING                                                                                       (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On ____________________, you were apprehended for driving a motor vehicle (SELECT WHAT APPLIES:  [under the influence of alcohol in excess of the legal blood alcohol limit under State law] [under the influence of a mind altering substance, to wit: ___________] [after consuming alcohol while you were under the legal drinking age under State law]) (and refusing a blood alcohol content test after you were stopped by law enforcement for suspicion of intoxicated driving).  This is in violation of Article 111, UCMJ, as well as Army Regulation (AR) 600-85, Army Substance Abuse Program, and AR 190-5, Motor Vehicle Traffic Supervision.   (IF SECOND VIOLATION, ADD:  This is your second incident of [driving under the influence during your career] [serious alcohol-related incident within a 12 month period].)  The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards of conduct expected of members of the Uniformed Services.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Alcohol and drug abuse is inconsistent with Army Values, the Warrior Ethos and standards of discipline.  All Soldiers will be responsible for their personal decisions relating to alcohol and drug use and be fully accountable for substandard performance or illegal acts resulting from such use (AR 600-85, paragraphs 1-7c(1), 2-38).  Operation of a motor vehicle under the influence of alcohol or drugs violates these standards, is in violation of state law and the UCMJ, and places others at risk.Continued alcohol abuse may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  (1ST OFFENSE:  If you continue your unprofessional behavior, you may be processed for discharge.) (SECOND OFFENSE:  Under AR 600-85, paragraph 1-7.c., you will be processed for discharge because this is your second incident of [driving under the influence during your career] [serious alcohol-related misconduct in a 12 month period].)  The basis is (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 [Reserve] or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 [Active/Mobilized]) (OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 [Reserve] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b [Active/Mobilized]).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State veterans benefits.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you received a bonus or other benefits based on military service, separation prior to the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of such benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _____________, as approval authority.If you are active duty, a General Officer Memorandum of Reprimand will be issued and your on-post driving privileges will be suspended or revoked under AR 190-5. (IF PENDING OTHER DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [bar to reenlistment] [administrative reduction] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [civilian court prosecution] [________________] will be initiated.)  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.Substance abuse can affect your career & your life.  IAW AR 600-85, you will be referred for evaluation to (ACTIVE:  the Army Substance Abuse Program (ASAP) under paragraph 3-2.f. & 7-9.b.) (RESERVE: community-based certified programs under paragraph 16-11.  The USAR will not pay for treatment, but if you fail to consent to counseling or authorize release of records, separation will be initiated.)  You don't have to say anything and may consult with an attorney, but you may ask for help without admitting to any incident.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will be referred to (ACTIVE:  the Army Substance Abuse Program) (RESERVE:  a community-based, certified program at no cost to the Government, which may one directed by civilian authorities, if applicable, or located through a resources provided to Soldier).   FAILURE TO COOPERATE IS GROUNDS FOR DISCHARGE.  (OPTIONAL:  Soldier will attend at a total of ________ Alcoholics Anonymous or similar recovery program meetings & show proof of attendance as authorized by AR 600-85, paragraph 8-19.) 2.  Soldier will comply with directives from appropriate authorities including substance abuse education, remedial driving, license suspension and other programs.  (ACTIVE ON BASE:  On-post driving privileges will be suspended per AR 1905, paragraph 2-4 - 2-6.)3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Nojudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [Court-martial] [Civilian court prosecution] [________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)(IF ACTIVE DUTY, ADD:  5.  General Officer Memorandum of Reprimand will be issued. Soldier will be advised of rights when received.)(IF SECOND OFFENSE, ADD:  6.  Because this is the second [DUI incident in your career][serious alcohol-related incident within 12 months], discharge will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given chance to exercise rights when discharge notice is served.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial only if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement.    I also understand I may ask for substance abuse treatment without admitting guilt for any specific incident.

		LEADER: 1.  Refer Soldier for evaluation by ASAP (if Active Duty) or community-based, certified program located through a directory provided to Soldier (if Reserve not on active duty).2.  Assist Soldier with enrollment in a treatment program, if requested.3.  If discharge or disciplinary action will be initiated, Soldier will be allowed to exercise the rights under the action.4.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                               SAMPLE FORMAT - NEGLIGENT DISCHARGE OF WEAPON COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _________________, you negligently discharged your weapon at (LOCATION:  __________________________________).  This was caused by your failure to (keep your weapon on safe) (and) (properly follow the procedures for clearing your weapon).  Negligent discharge of a weapon is in violation of Article 134, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).  The purpose of this counseling is to review the weapons safety standards expected of all members of the U.S. Armed Forces.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Soldiers at all levels have a duty to manage all risks and to prevent unsafe acts that are detrimental to Army missions (Army Regulation [AR] 385-10, paragraph 1-5a).  Instead of enforcing this standard, you were responsible for an unsafe act by failing to follow the proper safety procedures regarding weapons.  Such conduct violates the Army's safety policy and places others at risk.Safety violations - including negligent discharge of weapons - will not be tolerated and may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _______________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)You will correct your conduct by obeying all safety laws and regulations, including those regarding safe handling of weapons.  Do you have any questions or issues that keep you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will obey all safety laws and regulations, whether military or civilian, to include but not limited to the procedures for safe handling of weapons.2.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as safety training, state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                     SAMPLE FORMAT - PROFESSIONAL GROWTH COUNSELING                                                                                       (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)PROFESSIONAL GROWTH COUNSELING:  This counseling is designed to assist you to identify individual and organizational goals and to outline the actions necessary to achieve them.  As stated in the Army Leadership manual, Army Doctrine Reference Publication (ADRP) 6-22, leader development occurs through the lifelong synthesis of education, training, and experience, taking into account the long-term needs of the Army, the near-term and career needs of subordinates, and the immediate needs of their unit missions (ADRP 6-22, paragraph 7-49).  The purpose of this counseling is to identify your goals, strengths, and needs - and how they fit into the needs of the unit and the Army - in order to create a "pathway to success" that will allow you to improve as a Soldier, an individual, and a member of the team.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  THE LEADER AND THE COUNSELED INDIVIDUAL SHOULD ATTEMPT TO DEVELOP A MUTUAL AND CLEAR UNDERSTANDING OF THE COUNSELING ISSUES [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPH 2-42].  THEREFORE, ENSURE THE POINTS DISCUSSED ARE DOCUMENTED IN THE SUMMARY OF COUNSELING.)1.  INDIVIDUAL GOALS:   Military: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________Personal: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________2.   UNIT NEEDS (positions, additional duties, missions) ______________________________________________________________________________________Opportunities for Soldier to fill needs & enhance development __________________________________________________________________________________3.  SCHOOLS/TRAINING.  Leaders prepare themselves for leadership through lifelong learning and experiences (ADRP 6-22, paragraph 7-39).NCOES/OES completed ______________________________________  Next level required __________________________________________________MOS schools/training needed (including OJT)___________________________  Available (see ATRRS) ________________________________________Online courses completed ___________________________________  Available (see online learning site) _______________________________________Civilian education completed________________________________   Educational goals _____________________________________________________Other schools (such as additional duty courses) _______________________________________________________________________________________4.  ISSUES AFFECTING GROWTH:  If a Soldier has an issue that may affect career, health or even their life, seeking help is a sign of strength, while leaders have a duty to provide timely support (Department of the Army Pamphlet [DA Pam] 600-24, paragraphs 2-3a, 2-5c).  The answers to the following questions are optional.  The questions are intended only to ensure that any issues you may have will NOT affect your future by identifying them and supporting you as you obtain help.Are you experiencing:  Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD - even if unrelated to combat) ________________________  Brain injury ________________________Substance abuse issues _____________ Thoughts of suicide/self-harm ________________  Family issues __________________  Other _______________________CONCLUSION.  Your chain-of-command is here to assist with your professional development.  Do you have any questions?

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)The following steps will be taken to establish a "pathway to success" for the Soldier to achieve individual and organizational goals:1.  MOS or mission-related training, including on-the-job training: _______________________________________________________________________________2.  Schools:  Military:  _____________________________________________________  Civilian:  ____________________________________________________3.  Online courses: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________4.  Promotion and future career progression: _________________________________________________________________________________________________5.  Post-military career pursuits: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________6.  Other opportunities for success: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________6.  Plan to address any personal or career issues (APFT, weight, pay problems, profile, family issues or other personal problems):____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, which offers free counseling and referrals, or the Suicide Prevention Veterans Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255 (Press 1).  However, your chain-of-command can't help you unless you let them know the issue.  DO NOT LET ANY ISSUES KEEP YOU FROM ACHIEVING YOUR PATHWAY TO SUCCESS.

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Provide training at unit level.2.  Submit school requests as needed.3.  Assist with career progression including promotion and professional development.4.  Implement plan to address any issues affecting career or personal performance.5.  Other (specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                     SAMPLE FORMAT - FAILURE TO SCHEDULE ANNUAL DENTAL EXAM COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)This is an unsatisfactory performance/event-oriented counseling.  I am counseling you for your failure to schedule and attend the DoD contractor, Logistics Health Incorporated (LHI) appointment, to obtain a dental exam and/or Dental Readiness Class (DRC) 3 treatment to achieve the Department of Defense (DoD)/Army dental readiness standard (DRC 1 or 2).DoD Instruction 6025.19 and AR 40-501 require that each Soldier achieve and maintain the dental readiness standard (DRC 1 or 2).  The Army Selected Reserve Dental Readiness System (ASDRS) (see attached) provides all non-mobilized TPU Soldiers the necessary resources to achieve the dental readiness standard by providing annual dental exams and DRC 3 treatment(s) as needed; it employs the DoD contractor, Reserve Health Readiness Program/LHI (at no cost to the Soldier ). ASDRS also uses paid orders for attendance at dental exams.

		POINTS: 1.  On __________, I ordered you to schedule and attend appointment(s) with the LHI contractor at 1-877-437-6313 (or your private dentist) to achieve the dental readiness standard (DRC 1 or 2).2.  You reported to today's Battle Assembly with no evidence to demonstrate that you complied with my order to schedule and attend the required appointment(s) to achieve dental readiness, and you have provided no excuse for your failure.  You have, therefore, failed to comply with a lawful order in violation of Article 92 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).  In addition, you failed to perform assigned duties in a satisfactory manner.  Accordingly, I am giving you___ unexcused absence(s) for this Battle Assembly, and sending you home.3.  I am considering taking further adverse action against you for your failure to comply with a lawful order.  Accordingly, I am initiating an adverse actions flag against you pursuant to Army Regulation (AR) 600-8-2, Suspension of Favorable Personnel Actions (Flags), while I investigate the circumstances surrounding your failure to obey a lawful order.  While you remain flagged, you are ineligible for favorable personnel actions, such as reenlistment, entry on Active Duty (AD)/Active Duty for Training (ADT), promotion, awards, and attendance at military schooling.4.  You must report to the next Battle Assembly, scheduled for ________________, with a copy of the signed Automated Voucher System (AVS) voucher(s) (or DD 2813, if using a private dentist) verifying that you scheduled and attended the required appointment(s) IAW the enclosed "Plan of Action."  If you fail to comply with this order, you may receive further unexcused absences for that Battle Assembly weekend and be sent home.5.  You must comply with lawful orders and regulations, including this order to take those actions necessary to maintain your dental readiness.  Failure to comply may result in adverse administrative or disciplinary action, including, but not limited to, administrative separation action, negative evaluation report or a letter of reprimand.6.  If your non-compliance with my orders and your responsibility to maintain your dental readiness continues, this command may initiate action to involuntarily separate you from the service for (ENLISTED:  misconduct under AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted not on Active Duty) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted))(OFFICER:  moral or professional dereliction under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer not on Active Duty) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  If you are involuntarily separated, you could receive an Honorable or a General (Under Honorable Conditions) discharge, or you may be separated under Other Than Honorable (OTH) conditions, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for some or all Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by the Commander, __________________, as approval authority.-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  You will immediately call LHI at 1-877-437-6313 (or arrange through your private dentist) to schedule and attend the dental exam and/or DRC 3 treatment as required to achieve the dental readiness standard (DRC 1 or 2).____________________________________________________________________________________________2.  When you schedule the dental exam and/or any needed DRC 3 treatment, I will approve MEDEN days (RMA Code 61) for you to attend the appointment(s). You will be paid for the MEDEN days only if you provide me with a copy of the signed AVS voucher(s) (or DD 2813) verifying that you attended the required appointment(s).3.  If you cannot schedule the exam(s) and/or DRC 3 treatment today, you will give the LHI representative (or private dentist) a telephone number where you can be reached on Monday in order to schedule and attend the required exam(s) and/or DRC 3 treatment.4.  You will report to the next Battle Assembly with a copy of the signed AVS voucher(s) (or DD 2813, if using a private dentist) verifying that you attended the appointment(s). If you fail to report with the signed voucher(s) (or DD 2813), you may receive one or more unexcused absences for the Battle Assembly weekend and be sent home, pursuant to AR 135-91, for failure to perform assigned duties in a satisfactory manner.5.  If you are unable to report at the scheduled time, date and location, you must call LHI at 1-877-437-6313 at least 24 hours in advance to reschedule the appointment.6.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Any problems scheduling an annual dental examination will be brought to unit leadership, who will assist Soldier to schedule an appointment.2.  If Soldier's employer requires verification of the requirement to be absent for the annual dental examination, unit leadership will provide such verification upon request.3.  Other (specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
Page 2 of 2





Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                SAMPLE FORMAT - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY VIOLATION COUNSELING                                                                              (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On _________________, it was reported that you violated the Army and unit Equal Opportunity (EO) Policies by:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________The purpose of this counseling is to review EO standards expected of all members of the U.S. Armed Forces and the consequences of failing to follow such policies.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)The goal of the Army EO policy is an environment free of unlawful discrimination and offensive behavior, regardless whether on or off base, during duty or non-duty hours.  EO principles apply to all individuals – military, civilian employee, and Families (Army Regulation [AR] 600-20, Army Command Policy, paragraph 6-2).  Failure to provide fair treatment for all individuals regardless of race, color, gender, religion, or national origin is contrary to the spirit of the EO policy.EO violations will not be tolerated.  Such conduct may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for Federal and State benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, _______________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions & schools.)The Army Value of Respect requires leaders to consistently foster a climate where people are treated with dignity and respect.  This starts with the leader's personal example (Army Doctrine Reference Publication [ADRP 6-22], Army Leadership, paragraphs 3-8, 3-9).  You will correct your behavior by practicing this and all other Army Values.  Do you have any questions or issues to prevent you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DO NOT HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH AN ATTORNEY.  If you choose to make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will obey the policies regarding prevention of Equal Opportunity and treat all individuals with dignity and respect, whether military or civilian.2.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as Equal Opportunity refresher training), state the plan below:________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________3.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:4.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Nojudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [Court-martial] [Civilian court prosecution] [________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Initial if applicable)  If I am pending disciplinary action, I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel and I do NOT have to say anything.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement:

		LEADER: (State leader's role - such as conducting remedial training or referral to professional counseling.)

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
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Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES
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1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                             SAMPLE FORMAT - ARMY BODY COMPOSITION PROGRAM COUNSELING (FOLLOW-UP)                                                                                        (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)On ________________, you were placed in the Army Body Composition Program (ABCP) because you were not in compliance as follows:Height/weight: _________________  Body fat percent: _________________ Maximum allowed weight: _______________  Maximum body fat: _______________On ________________, follow-up screening was done with the following results:  Height/weight _________________  Body fat _____________________The purpose of this counseling is assess whether you are making satisfactory progress toward meeting weight control standards.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)As you were informed in your initial counseling and the Army Body Composition Program enrollment memorandum, satisfactory progress toward weight control goals is defined by monthly loss of 3 to 8 lbs. or 1 % body fat (Army Regulation [AR] 600-9, paragraph 3-9b, 3-12a).(IF MEETING WEIGHT LOSS GOALS:  The results of your current screening show you're making satisfactory progress toward weight loss goals.  You are encouraged to continue to comply with the diet and exercise program established to assist you toward achieving weight loss standards.  As we discussed before, this is not only for your career, but also for your health and well-being.)(IF NOT MEETING WEIGHT LOSS GOALS:  Current screening shows you're not making satisfactory progress.  If you don't make satisfactory progress for 2 consecutive or 3 nonconsecutive months, or meet standards within 6 months, you will be a program failure.  You must comply with your diet and exercise program, and let the leadership know of any problems with those programs.)You are reminded that failure to meet weight control standards constitutes grounds for discharge under (ENLISTED: AR 135-178, Chapter 16 (Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 18 (Active Enlisted)) (OFFICER: AR 135-175 paragraph 2-11i (Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a(9) (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge issued will be Honorable.  If separated before the end of your current term of service, entitlement to educational or other benefits based on Army Reserve service will terminate.  If you received a bonus or other benefits based on military service, action may be taken to collect any payments made to this point due to failure to fulfill your contractual obligation.  The final decision will be made Commander, ______________, as approval authority.  Also, the flag imposed for weight control will continue, suspending favorable personnel actions while you are in the program.If you have a medical condition affecting your ability to meet weight standards, notify unit leadership.  If you are Active Duty, you will be referred for medical screening. If you are Reserve not on active duty, you will provide records from your civilian physician.You must make every reasonable effort to comply with the Army Body Composition Program - for unit readiness, your career, and your own health and well-being.  Do you have any questions or issues that prevent you from complying with this goal?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  You will continue to be weighed and given monthly body fat screening to ensure you meet the goal of loss of 3 - 8 lbs. or 1 % body fat per month.  IF YOU FAIL TO SHOW SATISFACTORY PROGRESS FOR 2 CONSECUTIVE MONTHS OR 3 NONCONSECUTIVE MONTHS, OR FAIL TO MEET BODY COMPOSITION STANDARDS WITHIN 6 MONTHS OF YOUR ENROLLMENT IN THE ARMY BODY COMPOSITION PROGRAM, YOU WILL BE SUBJECT TO DISCHARGE (OR BAR TO REENLISTMENT IF YOU ARE ENLISTED).Date Soldier must meet body composition standards or show satisfactory progress (6 months from enrollment) ___________________2.   If you have a medical issue that prevents you from meeting body composition standards, you must inform your leadership.  If you are on active duty, you will be screened at a military medical facility.  If Reserve not on active duty, you will obtain an evaluation by your civilian physician at your own expense and provide documentation to the unit commander.3.  Flagging action will continue until you meet weight control standards.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: ______ (Initials)  I acknowledge I must show satisfactory progress by monthly loss of 3 - 8 lbs. or 1 % body fat.  IT IS MY DUTY TO ENSURE I AM PRESENT FOR ALL SCHEDULED WEIGH-INS.  FAILURE TO PARTICIPATE IN SCHEDULED WEIGH-IN MAY RESULT IN (ACTIVE:  DISCIPLINARY ACTION FOR ABSENCE FROM PLACE OF DUTY UNDER ARTICLE 86, UCMJ)  (RC NOT ON ACTIVE DUTY:  UNSATISFACTORY PARTICIPATION PER AR 135-91, PARAGRAPH 3-1).  Any issues are listed below:

		LEADER: 1.  Continue to assist Soldier with an exercise program from FM 7-22.2.  Continue to conduct monthly weigh-ins and body fat screenings to ensure Solder makes satisfactory progress toward meeting body composition standards.3.  If Soldier has a medical condition that impairs weight loss, (AC:  assist with medical review) (RC:  consider medical evidence).4.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES


Page 1 of 2







Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 1 of 2

Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES
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1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                            SAMPLE FORMAT - FAMILY CARE PLAN COUNSELING (FAILURE TO HAVE VALID PLAN)                                                                          (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)You do not have a valid Family Care Plan on file.  As a (single parent) (military member with children who is married to another military member) (caretaker of a dependent adult), you are required to maintain a Family Care Plan while you are a member of the United States Army.  This counseling is to inform you of the requirements to make arrangements for the care of your dependents if you are deployed and the consequences of failure to have a Family Care Plan.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)Service in the Army - whether Active Duty, Reserve, or National Guard - is based on availability for worldwide assignment or deployment.  For single parents, dual military households, and legal caretakers of dependent adults, a Soldier must establish and maintain a Family Care Plan designating a caretaker for any minor child (or dependent adult) in the Soldier's custody if the Soldier is absent.  Failure to have a valid, workable Family Care Plan makes a Soldier a nondeployable asset (Army Regulation [AR] 600-20, Army Command Policy, paragraph 5-5).You have 30 days from the date above to complete a Family Care Plan.  This includes completion by the caretaker of documents accepting responsibility to care for your child during deployment or other absence.  You are required to complete the Soldier's portion of the plan, and to review and certify the plan with the unit commander.  If additional time is needed, you will submit a request to the Commander, who may authorize an additional 60 days if good cause is shown.If you fail to complete a Family Care Plan within the time allowed, you may be discharged for (ENLISTED: non-availability for worldwide assignment or deployment due to parenthood under AR 135-178, paragraph 6-5 [Reserve] or AR 635-200, paragraph 5-8 [Active Duty])(OFFICER:  professional dereliction - mismanagement of personal affairs affecting duty performance under AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12c [Reserve] or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b(2) [Active/Mobilized]).  The type of discharge issued under this provision will be Honorable or General Under Honorable Conditions, based on your overall record of service.  If you receive a General discharge, you may be subject to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  There is NO right to automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you are separated before the end of your current term of service, entitlement to educational or other benefits based on military service will terminate upon your discharge.  If you received a bonus or other benefits, action may be taken to collect any payments made to this point, due to your failure to fulfill your contractual obligation.  The final decision as to whether you will be separated will be made by the Commander, ______________________, as approval authority.You have 30 days  to complete a new Family Care Plan.  Do you have any questions or any issues that would prevent you from complying with this goal?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Complete a new Family Care Plan within 30 days, to include completion of the documents accepting responsibility for your child by the caretaker.2.  If you need additional time, you will request an extension.  Only the unit commander can grant an extension.3.  You will review the Family Care Plan with the Unit Commander, who is the certifying authority.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: 

		LEADER: 1.  Assist Soldier to complete Family Care Plan documents, if needed.2.  Other (specify) ___________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 










Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.


APD LC v1.03ES
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
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Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES

Page 2 of 2

1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                             SAMPLE FORMAT - ARMY BODY COMPOSITION PROGRAM COUNSELING (COMPLETION)                                                                                        (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)On ___________, you were enrolled in the Army Body Composition Program (ABCP).  On ___________, follow-up screening was done with the results below:Height/weight: _________    Body fat percent: ________  Maximum allowed weight: _________  Maximum body fat: ________You are now in compliance with ABCP standards.  The purpose of this counseling is to review the unit's actions and your responsibilities now that you have successfully met the standards.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)UNIT ACTIONS:  You are commended for your dedication to your health, appearance and fitness that led to your success.  Since you are now in compliance, you will be removed from the program, as documented by the memo required by Army Regulation (AR) 600-9, Figure 3-8.  The flag for weight control will be removed, making you eligible for favorable actions such as awards, promotions and schools.  You will still be subject to periodic weigh-ins, as is required for all Soldiers.  Therefore, your continued compliance is crucial.YOUR RESPONSIBILITY:  As you were told when you were first enrolled in the Army Body Composition Program, Soldiers must maintain a high level of physical readiness in order to meet mission requirements (AR 600-9, paragraph 2-1).  Your responsibility to meet body composition standards is ongoing.  Therefore, you must continue to follow the nutritional guidance and maintain the exercise program that you were given, in order that you can continue to meet the standards and avoid the consequences of noncompliance.  CONSEQUENCES OF RE-ENTRY IN THE WEIGHT CONTROL PROGRAM:  If you fail to meet body fat standards within 12 - 36 months of removal from the weight control program and you do not have an underlying medical condition affecting your weight, you will have 90 days to meet weight control standards or be subject to discharge.  If you fail to meet body fat standards within 12 months after removal from the program and you do not have an underlying medical condition, discharge will be initiated under (ENLISTED: AR 135-178, Chapter 16 (Reserve Enlisted not on Active Duty) or AR 635-200, Chapter 18 (Active Duty Enlisted))(OFFICER: AR 135-175, paragraph 2-11i (Reserve Officer not on Active Duty) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2a(9) (Active Duty Officer)).  The type of discharge issued will be Honorable.  If separated before the end of your current term of service, entitlement to educational or other benefits based on Army Reserve service will terminate.  If you received a bonus or other benefits based on military service, action may be taken to collect any payments made to this point due to failure to fulfill your contractual obligation.  The final decision will be made by Commander, ____________________, who is the approval authority.CONCLUSION:  As one who met body composition standards, you are encouraged to use your experience to mentor other Soldiers who are having issues with their weight.  However, your primary focus must be to continue to meet standards yourself.  Therefore, you should continue to follow your diet and exercise program.  Do you have any questions or issues to keep you from that goal?-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)1.  Soldier will be removed from the Army Body Composition Program (using the removal memo in AR 600-9, Figure 3-8).2.  Flag for weight control will be removed.3.  If you develop a medical condition that contributes to you being overweight, you must chain-of-command as soon as the condition is diagnosed.  If you are on Active Duty, you will be referred for medical screening at a military medical facility.  If you are Reserve not on active duty and you are alleging a medical condition, you must obtain an evaluation from your civilian physician at your own expense and provide documentation to your chain-of-command.  If you fail to provide medical documentation and you exceed body fat standards after you are removed from the Army Body Composition Program, you may be subject to discharge as directed by the regulation.4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		REMARKS: ________ (Initials)  I understand that I must continue to maintain my compliance with the Army Body Composition Program, and that if I fail to meet the standards by exceeding body fat limits, I may be subject to discharge or other action as authorized by regulation.  Any issues affecting my compliance are listed below:

		LEADER: 1.  Remove flagging action as "Case Closed Favorably".2.  Assist Soldier with nutrition, exercise, medical, behavior modification, and other needs to ensure continued compliance with body composition standards, as needed.3.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)

		AGREE: 

		DISAGREE: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 

		Type the DATE in Y Y Y Y M M D D format.: 

		Senior Rater digitally signs.: 
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Name (Last, First, MI) Rank/Grade Date of Counseling


Organization Name and Title of Counselor


Purpose of Counseling: (Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes
the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)


Key Points of Discussion:


DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM
For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.


DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:


DISCLOSURE:


5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.
To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.
The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 
apply to this system.
Disclosure is voluntary.


PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA


PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION


PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING
Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.


OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation


requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.


PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014
APD LC v1.03ES
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Plan of Action (Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be
specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)


Individual counseled remarks:


Leader Responsibilities: (Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)


Assessment: (Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled
and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)


REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014


Session Closing:  (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The
subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)


Individual counseled: I agree disagree with the information above.


Signature of Individual Counseled: Date:


Signature of Counselor: Date:


PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION


Individual Counseled: Date of Assessment:Counselor:


Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.
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Name

(Last, First, MI)

Rank/Grade

Date of Counseling

Organization

Name and Title of Counselor

Purpose of Counseling:

(Leader states the reason for the counseling, e.g. Performance/Professional or Event-Oriented counseling, and includes

the leader's facts and observations prior to the counseling.)

Key Points of Discussion:

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

For use of this form, see ATP 6-22.1; the proponent agency is TRADOC.

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974

AUTHORITY:

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

ROUTINE USES:

DISCLOSURE:

5 USC 301, Departmental Regulations; 10 USC 3013, Secretary of the Army.

To assist leaders in conducting and recording counseling data pertaining to subordinates.

The DoD Blanket Routine Uses set forth at the beginning of the Army's compilation of systems or records notices also 

apply to this system.

Disclosure is voluntary.

PART I - ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

PART II - BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PART III - SUMMARY OF COUNSELING

Complete this section during or immediately subsequent to counseling.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS

This form will be destroyed upon:  reassignment (other than rehabilitative transfers) , separation at ETS, or upon retirement.  For separation

requirements and notification of loss of benefits/consequences see local directives and AR 635-200.

PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE.
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Plan of Action

(Outlines actions that the subordinate will do after the counseling session to reach the agreed upon goal(s).  The actions must be

specific enough to modify or maintain the subordinate's behavior and include a specified time line for implementation and assessment (Part IV below)

Individual counseled remarks:

Leader Responsibilities:

(Leader's responsibilities in implementing the plan of action.)

Assessment:

(Did the plan of action achieve the desired results?  This section is completed by both the leader and the individual counseled

and provides useful information for follow-up counseling.)

REVERSE, DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

Session Closing:

 (The leader summarizes the key points of the session and checks if the subordinate understands the plan of action.  The

subordinate agrees/disagrees and provides remarks if appropriate.)

Individual counseled:

I agree

disagree with the information above.

Signature of Individual Counseled:

Date:

Signature of Counselor:

Date:

PART IV - ASSESSMENT OF THE PLAN OF ACTION

Individual Counseled:

Date of Assessment:

Counselor:

Note:  Both the counselor and the individual counseled should retain a record of the counseling.

APD LC v1.03ES
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1.03

DA FORM 4856, JUL 2014

DEVELOPMENTAL COUNSELING FORM

APD

		NAME: 

		RANK: 

		DATE: 

		ORGANIZ: 

		TITLE: 

		PURPOSE:                                                                SAMPLE FORMAT - NONSUPPORT OF DEPENDENTS COUNSELING                                                                                           (DELETE PORTIONS THAT DON'T APPLY)                  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, COUNSELOR MUST READ RIGHTS UNDER ARTICLE 31, UCMJ, USING DA FORM 3881)On ________________, this unit received information that you failed to provide financial support to your (spouse) (and) (child[ren]).If an individual has Family members and a legal duty to support them, failure to do so may be in violation of Army Regulation (AR) 608-99.  The provision of AR 608-99 punitive in nature, meaning such conduct may be in violation of Article 92, Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).  The purpose of this counseling is to review the standards of conduct expected of all members of the Armed Forces regarding support of dependents.

		POINTS: (A LEADER ALWAYS BENEFITS FROM DOCUMENTING THE MAIN POINTS OF A COUNSELING [ARMY TECHNIQUES PUBLICATION {ATP} 6-22.1, THE COUNSELING PROCESS, PARAGRAPH 2-45].  THE FOLLOWING ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A COUNSELING SESSION ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE SUMMARY SHOULD BE BASED ON THE ACTUAL DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.  IF COUNSELING IS BASED ON SUBSTANDARD CONDUCT, IT IS MANDATORY TO INCLUDE A WARNING THAT DISCHARGE MAY BE INITIATED & THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUCH DISCHARGE [PER THE ENLISTED & OFFICER SEPARATION REGULATIONS, LISTED IN THE PARAGRAPH BELOW].)All Soldiers must manage personal affairs in a manner that doesn't bring discredit on the Army, including financial support to Families (AR 608-99, paragraph 1-5.b.).(IF SOLDIER HAS A LEGAL SUPPORT OBLIGATION:  The information received by this unit shows you failed to meet your legal obligation to support your Family.  Effective immediately, you will provide support, either at a minimum according to BAH rate or other standards listed in AR 608-99, or according to any support order issued by a court of law.  You will continue to show proof to unit leadership until they are satisfied that you have corrected your unprofessional conduct.)(IF A SUPPORT OBLIGATION - SUCH AS PATERNITY - HAS NOT BEEN ESTABLISHED:  At this time, the unit does not have proof that you have a support obligation.  However, if it is later shown that the individual in question was your Family member and you knew but deliberately failed to provide support, you could be subject to disciplinary action as listed below.  If you need legal advice, you should consult with a Legal Assistance Attorney at the Staff Judge Advocate Office.)Failure to provide support to lawful dependents, any action to stop or hinder payments, or other incidents of non-support, may result in administrative action (written reprimand, remedial training, or bar to reenlistment or administrative reduction [if Enlisted]); nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ with possible loss of pay and liberty (and rank if Enlisted); or court-martial with possible confinement and loss of pay (and rank if Enlisted).  Continued misconduct may result in discharge under (ENLISTED:  AR 135-178, Chapter 12 (Reserve Enlisted) or AR 635-200, Chapter 14 (Active Enlisted)(OFFICER:  AR 135-175, paragraph 2-12 (Reserve Officer) or AR 600-8-24, paragraph 4-2b (Active Officer)).  The type of discharge may be General (Under Honorable Conditions) or Other Than Honorable, based on your record of service.  A less than Honorable Discharge may subject you to substantial prejudice in civilian life.  An Other Than Honorable Discharge may make you ineligible for benefits available to veterans of military service.  There is NO automatic upgrading of any discharge.  If you receive a bonus, educational benefits, or other benefits based on military service, separation before the end of your term of service will result in termination of entitlement to such benefits and may result in action to recoup some or all of the benefits previously paid to you.  The final decision will be made by Commander, ____________, as approval authority.(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION:  Due to your misconduct, [written reprimand] [administrative reduction] [bar to reenlistment] [nonjudicial punishment under Article 15, UCMJ] [court-martial] [prosecution in civilian court] [__________________] will be initiated.  Under AR 600-8-2, a flag will be imposed & remain in effect until disciplinary action is completed, prohibiting actions such as awards, promotions and schools.)You will correct your conduct by obeying all safety laws and regulations, including those regarding safe handling of weapons.  Do you have any questions or issues that keep you from achieving that goal?  (IF PENDING DISCIPLINE, YOU DON'T HAVE TO SAY ANYTHING AND MAY CONSULT WITH COUNSEL.  If you do make a statement, you must read and sign DA Form 3881 to waive your rights before saying anything.)-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you have issues like post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) whether or not combat-related; traumatic brain injury; sexual assault; thoughts of suicide or self-harm; or Family issues, your chain-of-command can assist you to get help.  You may also find help through Military One Source at (800) 342-9647 or militaryonesource.com, or Suicide Prevention Military Crisis Line at (800) 273-8255, Press 1 (for veterans).  However, your chain-of-command can't help unless you let them know the issue.

		PLAN: (NOTE:  DURING COUNSELING, LEADERS HELP SUBORDINATES TO IDENTIFY STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES & CREATE PLANS OF ACTION [ARMY DOCTRINE REFERENCE PUBLICATION {ADRP} 6-22, ARMY LEADERSHIP, PARAGRAPH 7-61].  BELOW ARE SUGGESTED POINTS FOR A POSSIBLE PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES BASED ON THIS ISSUE.  HOWEVER, THE ACTUAL PLAN & RESPONSIBILITIES SHOULD BE BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE DISCUSSION BETWEEN THE LEADER & SUBORDINATE.)(IF SUPPORT OBLIGATION HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED:  1.  If you are legally obligated to provide financial support of your dependents, you will do so through authorized means.)  (NOTE:  OIC, NCOIC, Commander or 1SG may place conditions on compliance - such as showing monthly LES as proof of allotment for Active Component, or providing supervisor with a check for the amount of support and a stamped envelope for Reserve Component.)(IF SUPPORT OBLIGATION HAS NOT BEEN ESTABLISHED:  1.  If you dispute the allegation that you are obligated to provide support, you should consult with a Legal Assistance attorney and exercise any available legal options, if applicable.  However, if you are subsequently found to be obligated for support after knowingly making a false statement your responsibility, you may be subject to disciplinary action in accordance with AR 608-99 and the UCMJ.)2.  Soldier will avoid future incidents of non-support of be subjected to administrative, nonjudicial, and/or judicial action.3.  If Counselor determines remedial training is appropriate (such as training on support obligations under AR 608-99), state the plan below:____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________4.  Other issues brought up in discussion (with plan to resolve them): ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(IF PENDING DISCIPLINARY ACTION, ADD:5.  [Written reprimand] [Administrative reduction] [Bar to reenlistment] [Article 15] [Court-martial] [Prosecution in civilian court] [__________________________] will be initiated.  Soldier will be advised of & given the opportunity to exercise the rights under that proceeding when the action is initiated.)

		REMARKS: ______ (Soldier will initial if making a statement)  I understand that I have the right to consult with legal counsel, that I do NOT have to say anything, and that any statement I may make may be used against me.  However, I elect to waive those rights to make the following statement.  I also understand that I may ask for professional financial counseling, family assistance counseling, or advice from a Legal Assistance attorney without admitting guilt for any specific incident.

		LEADER: 1.  Verify that Soldier provides BAH and other required support payments to Soldier's family member each payday.  (If remedial actions such as having Soldier provide a check and stamped envelope is required, list them.)2.  Evaluate Soldier's ability to assume responsibility for supporting family members without supervision.3.  Other (specify) ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

		ASSESS: (NOTE:  THE COUNSELING PROCESS DOES NOT END WITH THE INITIAL COUNSELING SESSION.  IT CONTINUES THROUGHOUT THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PLAN OF ACTION CONSISTENT WITH THE OBSERVED RESULTS.  DURING ASSESSMENT, THE LEADER & THE SUBORDINATE JOINTLY DETERMINE IF THE DESIRED RESULTS HAPPENED [ATP 6-22.1, PARAGRAPHS 2-48, 2-49].)
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		DISAGREE: 
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